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The revolutionary movement in the United
States is facing its most serious threat in recent
years in the form of a vicious assault aimed at
crippling the Revolutionary Communist Party,
USA.

Comrade Bob Avakian, Chairman of the RCP
Central Committee, along with sixteen others
arrested in last January's demonstration
against Teng Hsiao-ping's visit to the U.S.,
faces charges carrying a potential 100 years in
prison. They were arrested first on misdemeanor
charges, but the Federal District Attorney rais-
ed the charges to felonies.

When Comrade Avakian and the first group of
defendants appeared in court on July 3 to face
the indictments handed down by a grand jury,
they were each hit with twelve charges. The
original single felony had been multiplied to 11
different varieties of felonious assault on a cop,
with an additional charge of felony rioting
thrown in. The government has made clear that
it intends to attack the RCP with bared fists.

Why has the government unleashed such a
serious attack? As even the Washington Post
commented after the original single felony
charge, "The tough stance taken by the prosecu-
tion is a departure from the traditional policy
here of charging minor offenses in mass
demonstration arrests. "

The basic reason is obvious. The U.S.
bourgeoisie knows that the RCP is determined-
and is preparing-to lead the masses in making
revolution in this country. While the bourgeoisie
is blinded by its own class outlook from perceiv-
ing its inevitable overthrow, this delusion is bas-
ed to no small degree on their belief that they
can silence or destroy those who will organize
the masses to rise up against them.

They have singled out the RCP because the
bourgeoisie and its security agencies know
full well that most of the so"called "revolu-

tionary" organizations in the U.S. have made
their peace with capitalism. The rulers
recognize, in a perverse and twisted way, some
of the contradictions of their system and they
know that millions of people are receptive-and
will be more so as the crisis of the system
deepens-to the call for revolution. They know
that their plans include military aggression in
defense of their empire, including the likelihood
of a third world war, for which they are actively
preparing, and they know that their ability to
carry out such a monstrous crime is dependent
on their ability to deceive, befog and above all
suppress the U.S. working class and the op-
pressed masses. Least of all can they tolerate a
revolutionary Party constantly exposing their
true nature and their predatory aims, and
mobilizing the masses in struggle against them.

The U.S. ruling class has not launched such a
systematic attack on a revolutionary organiza-
tion since the 1960s, when it went a1l out to
destroy the Black Panther Party. It has not
done so because the bourgeoisie does not like to
call attention to its dictatorship, nor to the ex-
istence of the forces arrayed against it, if it can
be avoided. They prefer to emphasize their
democracy, to maintain a false picture of surface
tranquillity and harmony in society. They prefer
to preach "freedom of speech" while trying to
stifle the voice of communists under a mountain
of official silence. And they know that even their
most vile slander and most vicious attacks can
backfire on them, as these bring to the attention
of the masses the very revolutionaries the
authorities seek to destroy.

For all these reasons, it is of great significance



defense of our comrades, but spurs us to ad-
vance and expand the work of our Party on
every front in this sharpening situation.

The capitalist ruling class feels that it is on
favorable grounds in attacking the Revolu-
tionary Communist Party. Blinded by their own
ignorance, they feel the masses of people in the
U.S. cannot be won to understand why revolu-
tionaries arrested for opposing Teng Hsiao-ping
and counter-revolution in China should be
defended. They believe that workers and the
masses in general are incapable of being more
than the appendages of the capitalists'
machinery, or of being concerned with more
than simply where their next meal is coming
from, and certainly that they are unequal to tak-
ing a stand on major world events. And the
rulers hope that their paid politicians, their
mouthpieces in the media, and in general the
mountains of backwardness and chauvinism
under which they have tried to bury the aspira-
tions of the working class, will enable them to
convince the people that these revolutionaries
got what they deserved for embarrassing the
U.S. government at a solemn state occasion and
not kneeling before their sacred thugs in blue.

Again, the ruling class is sadly mistaken.
They will not succeed in quietly railroading Bob
Avakian and the other Mao Tsetung defendants
off to prison and throwing away the key. That
revolutionaries were, in the face of the most
serious setback for the international proletariat
in several decades, carrying aloft the banner of
revolution even as the arch-traitor Teng Hsiao-
ping was dragging it through the mud, was not
lost on large numbers of people. The demonstra-
tion, which sharply focused attention on the
moves toward world war by the superpowers
and the hitching of China to the U.S. war
chariot, stood as a call to rebel against their
plans for World War 3. Through all this, the
January 29 demonstration awakened among

many thousands of people the desire for revolu-
tion. And more, the revolutionary work of the
Party has further developed since then, deepen-
ing the Party's links to the masses and bringing
forward the best elements from the proletariat
and other sections of the people.

In the past year and more the bourgeoisie
has drastically stepped up its harassment,
surveillance and outright attacks on the Party.
Hundreds of Party members and supporters
have been arrested. Most important, the ruling
class is now taking aim at the Chairman of the
Party's Central Committee, Comrade Avakian,
a revolutionary communist leader whose name
and activities are integrally bound up with every
major advance in the revolutionary movement
in this country in a decade. Comrade Avakian is
pointing the way forward, leading the Party in
carrying its revolutionary message to the
masses of the American people, above all the
working class, and preparing for the storms on
the horizon.

In the face of this attack, there are only two
reasons why anyone who considers him or
herself a revolutionary can remain silent,
passive or inactive. Either they have yet to
understand the nature of this attack, its severi-
ty and the stakes at hand; or, out of fear, sec-
tarianism or just plain opportunism, they can sit
idly by or even applaud while the bourgeoisie
lashes out like rabid animals at the Revolu-
tionary Communist Party.

The desire of the masses for a drastic change
in the existing social conditions is deep and
growing stronger. The tempo of the class strug-
gle is picking up. All this creates an excellent op-
portunity for much larger sections of the work-
ing class and the people to be won to see the
vital importance of taking up the battle to Free
the Mao Tsetung Defendants and Stop the
Railroad of Bob Avakian.
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Tn" war of liberaLion fought by the
I peoples of Indochina showed how

revolutionary violence can overcome
counber-revolutionary violence. Ib
demonstrated the power and effec-
tiveness of just wars of liberation
against wars of aggression and subjuga-
tion waged by the imperialists. The
decades-long struggle in Vietnam ir-
refutably proved the revolutionary
potential and power of the masses in
waging an anti-imperialist, war of na-
tional liberation and showed that this
potential is indeed a factor of great im-
portance in weakening the entire im-
perialist system.

The war of liberation fought by the
peoples of Indochina became a tremen-
dous force inside the U.S. itself, throw-
ing millions into struggle against their
own ruling class. It drew hundreds of
thousands into conscious opposition bo
U.S. imperialism. It helped give impetus
to the formation of new revolutionary
organizations in the U.S., including
organizations out of which developed
the Revolutionary Communist Party,
USA. The struggle against the war in
Indochina by the people of the U.S.
shook the citadels of power of the
bourgeoisie. They fumed with anger and
frustration as bhey saw "enemy flags"
carried in anbiwar demonstrations and
wibnessed their own bloody imperialist
flag joyously burned on countless occa-
sions.

Today, however, Vietnamese troops,
once an army of liberation, have become
an army of aggression and occupaiion in
Kampuchea. In the past four and a half
years the Soviet social-imperialists have
moved into Vietnam in a big way,
tightening their claws around the necks
of the Vietnamese people and dragging
them into their superpower war bloc. In
June of 1978 Vietnam was brought into
the Council of Mutual Economic
Assistance (COMECON), the instru-
ment of Soviet economic domination of
its Eastern European satellites and
Cuba. In November of 1978 Le Duan,
Pham Van Dong and other Vietnamese
leaders went to Moscow where bhey
signed a treaty of "friendship and
cooperabion" with the Soviets-the
centerpiece of which was military
alliance and cooperation. Since the end
of thb war against the U.S., the Soviets
have poured large quantities of arms in-
bo Vietnam, along with bhousands of ad-
visors and technicians. Vietnam has
become a pointman for Soviet penetra-
tion of the region, a role that convenient-
Iy corresponds with the Vietnamese
leaders' ambitions to be a "great power"
in Southeast Asia.

Vietnam is being drawn ever more
tightly into a neo-colonial relationship
with the Sovieb imperialists. The Soviet-
armed and financed troops that were
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it marauding into neighboring Kam-
:hea to set up a pro-flanoi and pro
viet puppet regime lie the principal

and most striking example of this neo
colonial relationship. But other facts,
large and small, hammer home the same
point.

After the fall of Saigon, Vietnam and
the Soviet Union concluded an economic
agreement which provided for Soviet
participation in the future economic
planning of Vietnam. And the Soviets
were not long in exacting payment for
their "generosity." Over the past
several months Soviet technicians have
been placed in the U.S.-built base at
Danang to maintain and refuel long-
range Soviet reconnaissance aircraft. In
March, several hundred Soviet maritime
workers and experts arrived in Vietnam
to work at Cam Ranh Bay, the former
U.S. multibillion dollar naval port, and
they are in the first stages of transform-
ing it into a Soviet naval installation. In
addition, the Soviets have constructed
two electronic eavesdropping complexes
in Laos and have set up a radar tracking
system in Kampuchea. No wonder
Brezhnev & Co. have described Vietnam
as a viial "outpost" in Southeast Asia.r

But the work for their new overlords
does not stop there. In line with bheir ef-
forts to draw other Southeast Asian
countries into the Soviet net, particular-
ly the U.S. imperialist-dominated coun-
tries of the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN), the Vietnam-
ese leaders have taken to denouncing the
liberation struggles in those countries,
specifically those that have not sided
with Vietnam in ibs contention with
China, although not all of these groups
have gone along completely with the
Chinese revisionists either. In January
of this year the Vietnamese-dominated
Lao People's Revolubionary Party, with
obvious Vietnamese support if not in-
stigation, is reported to have issued an
ultimatum to the Communist Parby of
Thailand to abandon its long established
sanctuaries in Laos, During his tour of
the ASEAN nations last year, Viet-
namese Prime Minister Pham Van Dong
laid a wreath at a shrine to reactionary
government forces killed in fighting
communist insurgents in Malaysia and
publicly foreswore any further aid to the
Malaysian Communist Party, which
Vietnam subsequently denounced. And
public radio broadcasts from Hanoi have
attacked the New People's Army in the
Philippines, the military arm of the
Communist Party of the Philippines,
calling it an "outlawed extremist
organization" and characterizing its
revolutionary work as having "increased
its subversive activites in the Philip-
pines. "'

What went wrong in Vietnam? How
did it move from waging revolutionary

war against imperialism to waging reac-
tionary war against Kampuchea? How
could it be bhat this country thal once in-
spired millions could now come to
generate disgust and cynicism among so
many?

I. The Nature of the Viet'
namese Revolution

he revolution in Vietnam, as in
China, of necessity had to be a

bwostage revolution. The first stage, as
Mao Tsetung described such revolubions
in the oppressed and colonial countries,
was a new-democraric revolution-one
that is bourgeois democratic in thab it is
anti-feudal and that it aims at creating a
unified and independenb nation-neces'
sary conditions for a rapid development
of capitalism. But ab this point in
history the force which was bobh keep'
ing feudal (or semi-feudal) producbion
relations alive and preventing nabional
independence in a counbry like Vietnam
was imperialism. Thus, although this
slage of the revolution was bourgeois in
its social character, in order to achieve
these aims, it had to be directed against
the imperialisbs. Furthermore, Mao
pointed oui that the new democratic
revolution clears the way for capitalism,
but clears a still wider path for
socialism. Thus as Mao, following Lenin
and Stalin, pointed out regarding China,
since the outbreak of the first im-
perialist war in 1914 and bhe founding of
a socialist state on one sixth of the globe
as a result of the Russian October
Revolution of 1 91 7, " the Chinese
bourgeois-clemocratic revolution has
changed, it has come within the new
category of bourgeois-democratic
revolutions, and as far as the alignment
of revolutionary forces is concerned,
forms part of the proletarian-socialist
world revolution."'r It was this "new
category of bourgeois-democratic revo-
Iutions" which Mao called the new-
democratic revolution.

But in the years immediately follow-
ing the victory in 1954 of the Viet-
namese anti-French war, there was a
dramatic change in the concrete align-
ment of revolutionary forces in the
world. The emergence of imperialism as
well as the triumph of proletarian
revolution in Russia had previously set
the world stage and conditions for the
revolutionary struggle in Vietnam and
other colonial and semi-colonial coun-
tries. Now the revisionist coup in the
Soviet Union led by Khrushchev & Co.
and the defeat of proletarian revolution
by the forces of counter-revolution set
important new questions and conditions
for the revolutionary struggle
worldwide.

Just as earlier the dividing line for



Marxist revolutionaries had been the
recognition of the Leninist analysis of
imperialism, repudiation of the oppor-
tunism of the Second International and
support for the dicbatorship of the pro
Ietariat in the USSR, so now bhe struggle
waged by the revolutionary forces in the
international communist movement, led
by Mao Tsetung, to expose and attack
the Sovieb revisionists became the
decisive question facing Marxist-
Leninist parties around the world. This
historic struggle between revolution and
counter-revolution greatly affected the
course of, and the context of, the anti-
imperialist struggles throughout the
world. Not only was the question of
capibulation to imperialism very much a
part of the fight against modern revi-
sionism, but the struggle shed new light
and understanding on the nature and
difficulties of the transition to the se-
cond stage of bhe revolutionary struggle
in these countries, the socialist stage,
the period of socialist transformation
and construction and moving towards
communism.

In summing up the experience of the
democratic stage of the revolution in
China, Mao wrote in 1937:

" . . . it is hisbory's verdict that China's
bourgeois-democratic revolution against
imperialism and feudalism is a task bhat
can be completed not under the leader-
ship of the bourgeoisie, but only under
that of the proletariat. What is more, it
is possible bo overcome the bourgeoisie's
inherent vacillation and lack of thor-
oughness and to prevent the miscarriage
of the revolution only by bringing the
perseverence and thoroughness of the
proletariat in the democratic revolution
into full play. Is the proletariat to follow
the bourgeoisie, or is the bourgeoisie to
follow the proletariat. This question of
responsibility for leadership in the
Chinese revolution is the linchpin upon
which the success or failure of the
revolution depends."n

Experience in Vietnam and elsewhere
has shown that the process of develop-
ment of the bourgeois-democratic
revolution and the socialist revolution
involves extremely complex and dif-
ficult tasks, and there are many pitfalls
and obstacles. Because the struggle
must go through the first stage of
fighting for national liberation and
because the working class and the com-
munist party must try to unite all the
sections of the nation, including many
capitalist elements, who will fight for
this goal, there is a bremendous spon-
taneous pull toward the ideology of na-
tionalism, to view things from the sband-
point of the interests of the nation (ac-

tually the capitalists of the nation)
rather than from the point of view of the

working class and its ultimate goal of
wiping out exploitation and oppression
all over the globe and building a world
without classes. Nationalism is a form of
bourgeois ideolory, the outlook of the
capitalist class. And it was this
bourgeois ideology, first in the form of
nationalism and later as out-and-out
revisionism, which infected and
ultimately led the leadership of the Viet-
namese revolution down a blind
alley-with the consequence that even
the first stage of the revolution was not
accomplished, and Vietnam fell into the
willing arms of yet another imperialist
power,

In the 1970s, as the struggle with the
revisionists was intensifying again in
China, the revolutionaries under Mao's
leadership made a penetrating analysis
of the material and social basis for
bourgeois elements which had arisen
within the Chinese Communist Party-
an analysis which has implications and
applicability far beyond the Chinese
revolution.s Many of these bourgeois
forces do at one point, especially before
the seizure of state power and the com-
pletion of the bourgeois-democratic

stage of the struggle, play a positive role
and make positive contributions. But
once the revolution enters the socialist
stage, and especially the more deeply it
develops in this stage, they turn against
it and oppose its further advance. These
are bourgeois democrats who turn into
capitalist roaders-veteran Communist
Party members who hold high posts but
who actually become a target of the
socialist revolution as it develops and
deepens. It was shown that these people
had been, in essence, bourgeois revolu'
tionaries who had joined the Communist
Party organizationally but not
ideologically. They had failed to make
the leap beyond a bourgeois world
outlook, and they viewed the Chinese
revolution from this perspective. To
them the ultimate goal of the struggle
was not the liberation of the masses
from all forms of oppression and ex'
ploitation, although they would occa'
sionally mouth words to that effect, but
the transformation of China from a
backward country mired in feudal pre
ductive relations to a modern and power'
ful country rivaling the advanced
capitalist countries and cast in their im-

Vietnamese Party leader Le Duan embracing Brezhnev, cementing Vietnam's neo-
colonial relationship with the USSB- complete with memberchip in COMECON, a
20 year military alliance, and Soviet-backed invasion ol Kampuchea. The Viet-
namese revolution fias been betrayed lrom within, and the people delivered into
the clptches ol yet anotlrcr imperialist powet,



age. They grovelled before the technole
gy of the capitalists and envisioned a
similar future for China, regardless of
which class held power. (Of course, the
fallacy of this bourgeois vision can be
seen by its results in China today, only
three years after the capitalist-roaders
seized power.)

There was a difference between China
and Vietnam, however. For in China
these bourgeois elements were not able
to seize power and control the Party un-
til after Mao's death, and a revolu'
tionary line overall dominated the Party
until that time. In Vietnam it was the
bourgeois democrats and capitalist
roaders who held sway from the begin'
ning, and they never met with signifi'
cant opposition at the top levels of the
Party, at least not opposition that
represenbed a serious challenge.

In Vietnam the revolutionary leader-
ship came principally from the radicaliz'
ed intelligentsia who habed the im-
perialist domination of their country and
who, like Ho Chi Minh,6 embraced
Marxism-Leninism precisely for these
reasons. The modern Vietnamese revolu-
tionary struggle against colonial
domination began in the post'World
War 1 conditions of a world divided into
the camp of imperialism, and the camp
of revolution headed by the Soviet
Union. The peoples of Indochina suf-
fered under the strangulating grip of
French colonialism, And the revolu'
tionaries who emerged in the struggle
against it gravitated, pulled as by the
force of a magnet, to Marxism and the il-
luminating beacon of the Russian
Revolution as the only political move'
ment that thoroughly supported the
liberation struggle in the colonial coun-
tries. In 1960 Ho Chi Minh wrote an
essay entitled "The Path that Led Me to
Leninism," in which he recalled:

"After World War 1 I made my living
in Paris. . . . I used to distribute leaflets
denouncing the crimes committed by
the French colonialists in Vietnam. At
that time I supported the October Revo
lution only instinctively, not yet grasp-
ing all its historic importance. I loved
and admired Lenin because he was a
great patriot who liberated his com-
patriots; until then I had read none of
his books. . "7

The exbent of Ho's bourgeois illusions
and outlook was seen in his trip to the
Versailles Peace Conference after World
War 1, where he attempted to plead with
Wilson bo listen to the eight-point pro
gram for the emancipation of Vietnam
he had drawn up and modeled on the
U.S. president's own Fourte€n Points.
Ho was unceremoniously showed to the
door.* Ho goes on to explain:

"The reason for my joining the French
Socialist Party was that these "ladies
and gentlemen"-as I called my com-
rades at that moment-had shown their
sympathy toward me, toward the strug'
gle of the oppressed peoples. But I
understood neither what was a party, a
trade union, nor what was socialism nor
communism. . . "o

In going on to describe where he came
down on the struggle inside the Socialist
Party between the supporters of the re
visionist and social-chauvinist Second
International and the new Third Inter'
national headed by Lenin, Ho went on to
say:

"What I wanted most to know-and this
precisely was not debated at the
meetings-was which International
sides with the peoples of the colonial
countries?.

"At first patriotism, not Yet com'
munism, led me to have confidence in
Lenin, in the Third International. Sbep
by step, along the struggle, by studying
Marxism-Leninism parallel with par'
ticipation in practical activities, I
gradually came upon the fact that only
socialism and communism can liberate
the oppressed nations and the working
people throughout the world from
slavery. " ' 

t'

But as was to be demonstrated in the
course of the Vietnamese revolution, Ho
and the other leaders never really made
the leap-certainly not thoroughly nor
completely-from bourgeois nationalism
to Marxism-Leninism. Organizationally
Ho became a communist, but ideologic-
ally he remained, to a great degree, at
Versailles.

It is a well verified fact that calling
yourself a study'
ing Marxi ing the
forms of " does
not make you a Marxist'Leninist, any
more than calling yourself a physicist or
biologist and setting up a laboratory
makes you one. For Marxism'Leninism
is a science, a living science which must
be applied to the concrete conditions of
any society and developed in the course
of struggle, but which nonetheless oper'
ates according to certain universal prin'
ciples. It is also true that people who are
revolutionaries at a certain stage and
under certain condibions can turn into
counber-revolubionaries at another stage
and under different conditions. Like
anything else, proletarian ideology does
not exist in some pure distilled form in
individuals or political movements' It
exists in contradiction to other outlooks
or ideologies, such as bourgeois ideol'
ogy. The question is which is principal,
whab overall, at any given time,
characterizes the outlook of revolu'

tionaries. In the case of the Vietnamese
revolution and the leaders of that revolu-
bionary struggle, an examination of their
political line and practice over a long
period of time- and particularly at deci'
iive junctures when the question of
which line, proletarian or bourgeois, was
the sharpest and most critical-shows
that bourgeois ideology won out, that it
was principal. In essence, under the con-
ditions of fighting imperialisb domina'
tion, they remained revolutionary na-

tionalists. But at a certain point (after
the victory over the U.S.) they turned in-
to their opposite-they became reac-
tionary nationalist tools of imperialism,
and straight-out counter-revolutionary
elements.

As Comrade Bob Avakian Pointed out
in his recent book, Mao Tsetung's Im-
mortal Contributions, generalizing from
the study of the counter-revolution in
China:

"Is it not a widespread phenomenon in
many counbries today which have not
yet been liberated from imperialism, and
have not completed the democracic
revolution, that there are many people
who claim bo be socialists, even com'
munists, who are in fact nothing of the
kind and are (at most) bourgeois revolu-
tionaries?" "
Continuing, Avakian explained that the
goal of these bourgeois democrats is to
overcome the backwardness and near
total strangulation of their countries by
the imperialist powers. Therefore, they
turn to "socialism"-public ownership-
as bhe most efficient and rapid means of
turning their countries into industrializ-
ed, modern staies.

And further, he noted that the ex-
perience of the liberation movements in
Asia, Africa and Latin America since
World War 2

" . . has clearly demonstrated that'
while it is an arduous task to win victory
in the struggle to end colonial (including
neo-colonial) domination, it is far more
difficulb io carry forward the sbruggle to
esbablish socialism and then continue to
advance in the socialist stage-and this
has proven true even where the struggle
has been led by a communist party. The
greatest number of these movements,
even where led by organizations declar-
ing themselves Marxist-Leninist, have
not gone forward bo socialism and
therefore have. in fact, failed to even win
complete liberation from imperialism,
falling instead under bhe sway of one or
another imperialist power-generally
one or the other superpower in lhis
period.' ' ''

For the leaders of the Vietnamese
Continued on Page 20
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out of the community for several hours.
The rebellion continued the following
evening. Shouts of "Viva Joe Torres"
rang out as the rocks and bottles hit the
police. "Cops are a tool of the rich man's
ruIe," "Justice for Joe Torres" and other
political slogans were spraypainted all
over the area, and the banner of People
United to Fight Police Brutality was
cheered and taken up by the masses
when People United marched into the

oppressed.
significant

st battle of
the vicious

national oppression they face under
capitalism in several years. In fact it
was the most significant uprising of the
masses in this country in five or more
years, since the explosions of the op-
pressed nationalities in the late '60s and
early '70s when the flames of rebellion
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erupted in dozens of major U.S. cities.
The capitalists swiftly and viciously

moved to crush this uprising of slaves
daring to stand up to the slavemasters'
bo rule. Over 40 were arrested as the pigs
unleashed their SWAT teams on the
masses. Following a week of repression
and retaliation against the masses, of
threats and intimidation against People
United to Fight Police Brutality, the
RCP and in particular Travis
Morales-who was singled out in an in-
tense, reactionary public opinion cam-
paign in the press-the Moody Park 3
were arrested, Travis Morales, Mara
Youngdahl, Tom Hirschi, members of
People United and supporters of the
RCP, were charged with felony riot and
locked up on $500,000 bail each.

Travis Mordles, as spokesman for Peo
ple United, had publicly defended the
rebellion as a "glorious day in the his-
tory of the Chicano people, when the
capitalists and their cops got just a
small dose of the justice they deserve,"
and demanded that the charges be
dropped against all those arrested. The
Moody Park 3 were singled out political.

ly by the capitalists out of their neces-
sity to stamp out the flames of rebellion
and the implications of it, bo try to teach
the masses a bitter lesson that, as one of
the Three put it, "you may rise up for a
few hours, or a few days, but when it's
all over we still rule over you, and we will
take your revolutionary leaders and jail
them just to make sure you get the mes-
sage-it's useless to rebel."

This, then, set the terms for a year-long
campaign led by the Party to defend the
Houston Rebellion. This struggle led to
big advances in the work of the Party and
in the development of the revolutionary
movement in this country, involving
thousands of all nationalities and influen-
cing millions. It was one of the major
campaigas of the Party, taken up broadly
in the working class as well as among the
oppressed nationalities and other strata.
In particular it was the first such cam-
paign taken up after the struggle against
the Mensheviks, a right-wing faction that
was booted out of the RCP. And the trial
of the Moody Park 3 was one of the first
major political trials in many years, a



front of the class struggle that is definite
ly on the rise as the capitalists use their
courts to attack and try to beat down bhe
brewing revolutionary storms threaten-
ing to explode into a torrent in the 1980s.
For all these reasons, much can be learn-
ed from this campaign that has impor-
tant implications for future work.

Throughout this whole campaign
there was constant struggle over politi-
cal line, within the Party, between the
Party and the masses, and against
counter-revolutionary political organiza-
tions who opposed this struggle. What
did it mean to defend the rebellion?
Should bhis be taken up at all outside of
Houston, since it wasn't something
already on people's minds? Did it only
have relevance to the Chicano people
and therefore should it only be taken up
where there were large concentrations of
Chicanos? How should the masses'ques-
tions about violence and "respectabil-
ity" be dealt with? Is this the kind of
struggle that could and should be built
among the employed workers? Why
raise the slogan "Free the Moody Park
3"? These were the immediate questions

that arose as the Party and the organiza'
tions it leads took up this campaign. The
struggle to resolve these line questions
was influenced by the overall line strug-
gle to root out years of economist in-
fluence that had affecbed the Party's
work, especially where the Menshevik
line held sway, and, in turn, the struggle
around the questions involved in defend-
ing the rebellion also helped further the
overall fight against the remaining influ-
ence of the rightist line.

D"r".,oine the Houston Rebellion
.Uyersant iirst of all defending the
right of the oppressed to dare to break
their chains of oppression, to go up
against all the "acceptable and respecta-
ble" (to the capitalists) dead-end "solu-
tions" to their oppression, to rise up
against the hated enforcers of capitalist
rule. The impact of the rebellion was so

striking because it was not an everyday
occurence and stood in stark contradic-
tion to the lull and relative quiet of the
'70s that the capitalists had proclaimed
was the new order of the day after the

bumultuous decade of the '60s, in which
righceous rebellions and a high tide of
revolutionary struggle shook the very
foundations of their system. The RCP
proclaimed "it's right bo rebel," directly
challenging the bourgeoisie and all their
agents within the Chicano community
who denounced bhe rebellion as a sense-
less tragedy and worked to channel the
people's anger away from targeting the
ruling class and right back inbo the capi
talist system.

But even more, defending the rebellion
meant grasping its implications for the
future, and consciously building on
these as part of preparing the masses for
revolution. The political character of
this uprising came on the heels of a year-
long struggle for "Justice for Joe Tor-
res," in which the masses had learned a
great deal through the work of the Party
about the nature of capitalist justice for
the masses of people-no jusbice-and
how and why it is that a Chicano's life is
worth one dollar to the bourgeoisie. (The
police who murdered Torres had been
given a $1.00 fine.) The rebellion, in its
main aspect, represented a conscious
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political act against a lifetime of oppres-
sion, which ihe brutal murder of Joe Tor-
res concenbrated, In rising up the
masses got a taste of the revolutionary
storm of the future when the working
class and bhe masses of people led by the
Revolutionary Communist Party will
break the chains of oppression once and
for all. Defending bhe rebellion spoke to
the deep sentiments and aspirations of
millions in this country who yearn to be
free, to throw the boot of the capitalists
off their backs, to break the bonds of op-
pression.

The Party was able to grasp what is
arising and developing in today's situa-
bion, bo see ahead to the revolutionary
storms of the '80s and to see t,hat the
Houston rebellion was an embryo-that
it was a seed of the future. And this
future will be not just a repeat of the
'60s-it will hold not just 1, 2, or 3
Moody Parks, not just a more rebellious
way to fight for reforms, but a new
spiral of mass struggle which could be
increasingly led by the Party toward the
goal of revolution, seizing power. This
understanding was the result of apply-
ing the science of Marxism-Leninism,
Mao Tsetung Thought, being able to see
beneath the surface, to grasp the revolu-
tionary aspects in today's non-
revolutionary situation and to use these
to advance and bring about leaps in the
consciousness of the masses and overall
preparation of the masses, as well as the
Party itself, for revolubion.

How did this get applied in the course
of this campaign? How did the Party
lead the masses to create favorable new
conditions through sbruggle? The
Party's summation of the rebellion was
definitely not what sponianeously arose
from the masses, even though many of
those who had participated and others

lwere very proud of the rebellion. It was
up to the conscious forces to take this
summation broadly among the masses
and to fight for it. In Houston and
around the country, People United and
bhe RCP raised the demands: "Free the
Moody Park 3," "Drop the Charges
Against All Those Arrested in the
Rebellion," "Stop Police Terror" and
"Justice for Joe Torres," under the over-
all slogan for the campaign: "Defend the
Ilouston Rebellion!" These demands
provided the focus for the political terms
for bhe battle and linked the struggle to
defend the rebellion with the contradic-
tions that gave rise bo it. Several months
into bhe campaign "Down with National
Oppression" was added to make the
overall fight against national oppression
a more conscious part of the babtle (even
though it had been from the beginning
implicit in bhe work of the campaign),
and bo bring to the masses of all na-
tionalities the necessity to fight national
oppression as a key part of building for

revolution. These demands were taken
up, together with the Party, by the
Revolutionary Communist Youth
Brigade, the National United Workers
Organization, and Committees to De-
fend bhe Houston Rebellion, which were
set up by the Party in cities with large
Mexican-American concentrations and
which focused particularly on these com-
munities.

Throughout the year of this campaign
there were definite leaps that took place
as a result of the struggle that was
waged. The rebellion itself was a leap
forward for the masses from the strug-
gle for Justice for Joe Torres. The
January 13th march in Houston repre-
sented a further leap (which is discussed
later). Each of these leaps came about
through persistent and determined
struggle against the bourgeoisie, re-
maining firm and pushing bhe struggle
ahead. This was due to the conscious
leadership of the line of the Party, which
became a material force among the
masses.

tTn,. 
developed in the face of tre-

L mendous opposition by the capi-
talists who, as always, .tried bo throw
sand in the masses' eyes, While defend-
ing the rebellion was controversial every-
where, it was extremely sharp in Hous-
ton. The capitalists there unleashed a
barrage of reactionary propaganda: they
tried to portray the rebellion as just
looting and burning of small stores,
stabbing of news reporters, and wanton
terror by drunk animals; they tried to
deny that this was a political action of
the masses against the police; they ran
daily red-baiting articles against Travis
Morales and the RCP, painting them as
people who had never been active in the
community; they admitted bhat there
were a few minor problems in the
Chicano community and promised a few
crumbs if the people would just get back
down on their knees; they showed pic-
tures of a few backward masses carrying
signs saying "Travis Morales, get out of
the community." As soon as they had
the Moody Park 3 arrested, tried and
hung in the press, the capitalists turned
their press off like a faucet and for
months there was a press blackout. In
the face of this, many of the masses were
confused. Had the rebellion been two
nights of senseless violence and destruc-
tion by "drunken Mexican animals," in-
cited by outside communist agitators
who just wanted to use bhe people's
anger for their own sinister aims, as the
capitalists said, or was it, as the RCP
said, a glorious righteous act of
rebellion, revolutionary violence that
pointed the way forward for the Chicano
people and the whole working class?

Immediately, the uendidos (sellouts)

within the Chicano community-like
LULAC (League of Latin American
Citizens) and State Senator Ben Reyes
and several others-faithful servants of
the capitalists-joined their masters in
denouncing the actions of the masses,
revealing their panic that the people
they are supposed to lead were under-
mining their positions. After all, they
are useful to the capitalists only in so far
as they can claim to lead-control-the
masses of Chicanos. This was a con-
tinuation of the role they had been play-
ing in the struggle since the murder of
Jose Campos Torres.

When Joe Torres was brutally mur-
dered by the Houston Police Depart-
ment, and his killers given a one,dollar
fine, this was a concentrated expression
of the class relations in capitalist society
that determine the life of the Chicano
people under capitalism. The RCP came
forward in ihe midst of the outpouring
of anger at this murder, to lead and
focus the struggle directly on the source
of the problem, the capitalist class, and
more imporbantly to bring the under-
standing to the masses that what hap
pened to Joe Torres is exactly what is
supposed to and does happen every day
under this system. This was in sharp op-
position to the line pushed by these re
formist forces, who helped mask over
the class relations that give rise to na-
tional oppression and all oppression in
this society, who attempted to divert the
anger of the masses into means and
channels acceptable to the capitalists-
begging for justice, better relabions with
the police department, more Chicano
judges, prayerful vigils, etc.

Closely working with and covering for
these openly reformist forces were revi-
sionist gxoups like the Communist Party
Marxist-Leninist (CPML) and their
junior partners, the lesser-known
League of Revolutionary Struggle.
While not openly denouncing the
rebellion, these forces could at best
apologize for it, painting the masses as
helpless, downtrodden victims who have
to be excused if they get out of hand
once in a while because they really are
mistreated-especially since, according
to them, it was the RCP's left adven-
turism that caused all the "trouble" and
got innocent people arrested. While
claiming to defend others besides the
Moody Park 3 arrested in the rebellion,
they actually stood with the bourgeoisie
on numerous occasions in attacking it.
As is increasingly the case for them,
they ended up in very close objective
unity with Houston D.A. Carol Vance,
State Senator Ben Reyes, and other
capitalist spokesmen, promoting the
very rationale these reactionaries were
spreading as to why the Moody Park 3
deserved to be sent to prison.

As the revolutionary line of the RCP
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gained more influence among the
Chicano people in various parts of the
counbry, bhese dogs jumped out to try to
drive a wedge between the Party and the
masses and promote their poisonous
line. For example, just as the trial of the
Moody Park 3 was to begin, these so-
called communists joined with and pro
moted a "Chicano Spiritual Unity
Walk" in San Jose, California (funded by
the San Jose City Council) which fea-
tured the Virgen de Guadalupe and the
main slogan "Love the People, Don't
Habe the Enemy." This march, which
was later promoted in a San Jose State
MEChA (Chicano student organization)
newspaper with pictures captioned
" Chicanos and police working
together, " and " RCP promotes
violence," was a direct response to the
growing support among the masses in
San Jose for the Houston Rebellion and
the Moody Park 3, and the impact this
struggle was having on the conscious-
ness of the Chicano people.

For opposing the line of this walk, the
RCP has been denounced for disrupting
the unity of the Chicano people-to
which we can only reply that it is only to
our credit, and is seen so in the eyes of
the masses who have no love for the
enemy, that we have been disruptive to
the kind of "unity" represented by this
political line, which can only mean (and
indeed openly proclaims) unity with the
enemy. Just recently a California
statewide conference of MEChA was led
and manipulated by forces in the CPML
and the League of Revolutionary Strug-
gle to pass a resolution which in essence
opposes the rebellion and promotes
working with the police, which joins
with the capitalists in attacking the
Moody Park 3, the RCP and all those
who came forward to defend the
rebellion.

This struggle illustrates an important
aspect of the objective situation the Par-
ty faced in taking up this campaign. As
the bourgeoisie continues to attack the
oppressed nationalities, some among the
pebty bourgeoisie of these nationalities
are seeking to preserve at all costs a cer-
tain privileged position reserved for a
few while the conditions for the masses
further deteriorate. While some sections
of these more privileged strata have
taken up struggle in the recent period,
especially when their own interests are
most directly at stake (for example in op-
position to bhe Bakke decision), others
have become politically conservative
and even end up in opposition to the
struggle of the masses of the oppressed
nationalities.

During the upsurge of struggle among
the oppressed nationalities in the 1960s,
a great many from among the petty-
bourgeois (or aspiring petty-bourgeois)
strata had taken part, both because of

the real contradictions they themselves
had with the capitalist ruling class, and
also because many people saw an oppor'
tunity to win privileges for themselves
by riding the crest of the people's strug'
gle. At that time the ruling class was in
a better position-and had a greater
necessity-to hand out concessions to a
few to help sidetrack the mass move'
ment. Today, the bourgeoisie is on the
offensive, and the price it demands for
allowing some to maintain a better'off
position is nothing less than submis'
sion-and complicity in its offensive
against the masses. This explains to a
large degree the phenomenon of even
formerly radicalized sections of the pet-
ty bourgeoisie among the oppressed na-
tionalities splitting sharply between
those who continue to stand with the
people and those who are siding with the
oppressors.

The struggle that developed in several
cities between forces led by the Party
and narrow, self-centered "guardians"
of the interests of the Chicano people (by
which they mean themselves) was a
reflection of this contradiction between
the masses and some sections of the
more privileged strata among the op'
pressed nationalities. This struggle
helped clarify the road foiward for the
masses, and in the course of it many
were won away from the narrow refor'
mist point of view.

Within the Party itself it was also
necessary to struggle against tendencies
to fail to see the importance of vigorous-
ly taking up the defense of the Three.
While it was obvious that the focus of
the bourgeoisie's political attack on the
masses and the rebellion was concen'
trated on the Moody Park 3, there was a
tendency to see this almost as a liability,
something not as important as when the
capitalists attack people who are not
conscious revolutionaries' This kind of
view reflected remnants of the line of the
defeated Mensheviks who had tried to
make the worship of the spontaneous
movement and belittling consciousness
almost an unwritten law in the Party'
For the campaigrr to Defend the Hous-
ton Rebellion and Free the Moody Park
3 to really get off the ground it was
necessary bo defeat these trends, unite
the Party around the correct under'
standing that the fact it wag reuolu'
tionories under attack, and more than
that revolutionaries associated with the
BCP, made it that much more important
to the masses and the cause of Pro
letarian revolution, and created ex-
cellent possibilities to sharpen up the
questions involved in the Houston
Rebellion.

mmediately after the rebellion the
Party had summed up the necessity

of defending the rebellion, spreading and
popularizing its lessons, and leading the
masses in struggle.

In the period leading uP to the
January 13 demonstration in Houston,
the RCP, People United and several
other organizations took out the
demands and united masses to come for-
ward. Through leaflets, demonstrations,
selling the Worker (now called the
Revolutionary Workerl, collecting
signatures on telegtams and statements
of support, and collecting funds, many
among the masses were won to see the
importance of this battle for the future
and to stand with those who had risen
up against their common enemy and the
three revolutionaries who had come to

capitalists to contain the struggle
within acceptable bounds, of the correct'
ness and necessity of revolutionary
violence. More and more saw the need
for people to stand with and defend
revolutibnary leaders, to love and
cherish what the enemy most hates and
despises.

Ri the masses came forward the rul'

RCYB, accusing him six months after
the rebellion of stabbing a news reporter
during the rebellion. It was a clear frame
up, a clear message bo the masses that
they had better not stand with this
struggle. This illustrated the two Parts
of the bourgeoisie's repression-hit hard
at the leadership and hit hard at those
among the masses stepping forward.

In Seattle and Baton Rouge the ruling
class struck out with arrests of activists
in the Moody Park camPaign' It was
clear the capitalists were terrified at the
flames of this rebellion being spread
around the country and were attempting
to snuff them out. But these attacks on-
ly exposed them further and served to
bringmore people forward' The Moody
Park- 3 wen[ on speaking tours around
the country talking to workers, to
Chicano and Mexican people, Black peo

hear in person the revolutionaries who
were so hated by the capitalists, who in
the face of 20 years in prison were not
backing down, not running to hide, not
apologizing to the capitalists for the ac'
tions of the masses, but instead declared
that they were proud of the role they had
played in the struggle, proud that they
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had stood with the masses, and would
continue to do so no matter what.

The support that was growing around
the country was brought back to the
masses in Houston-and also to the
capitalists. All this set the stage for the
January 13 march, a turning point in the
struggle.

The Party had originally called for a
national demonsbration in Houston on
January 13 to coincide with the schedul'
ed opening of bhe Moody Park 3 trial on
the 15th. It was necessary to concen-
trate the strength and understanding
that had developed from taking out the
campaign throughout the country, and
bring it to bear on bhe very sharp class
struggle that was centered around the
trial. When the trial was postponed, the
Party had to make a decision-should
the national demonstration in Houston
go on, or should local demonstrabions be
held, meanwhile waiting for the opening

of the trial? Through struggling this
question out, it became clear that for the
s0ruggle to move forward, there had to
be a leap. The momenbum bhat had been
built up had to be consolidated and
pushed forward, and this could only hap-
pen by concentrating the strength of the
masses where the class struggle was the
sharpest. The RCP decided to focus "all
eyes on Houston."

The bourgeoisie in Houston freaked
out when bhey heard that people were
converging from all over the country to
defend the Moody Park 3. They pulled
out all the stops to try to stoP this
demonstration. Where before the capi
talist press had ignored demonstrations
in defense of the rebellion and the
Moody Park 3, now the headlines and
TV news were jumping with front page
headlines of communists coming from
California to incite violence. Eighteen
people were arrested in the week before

the demonstration for, as the press put
it, "organizing for a communist
demonsbration." Police Chief Caldwell
went on TV to threaben to jail all the
demonstrators and warn people to sbay
away from the "commies," Privately, he
assembled his "community leaders" and
the Catholic priests and bragged to
them that he had enough firepower to
blow away these "commie outsiders"
before they crossed the city line, urging
these flunkies to keep "their" people
away from the demonstration. But the
plans of the bourgeoisie to isolate the
Party and intimidate the masses blew
up in their face.

As news of the arrests went around
the country, bail money was quicklY
raised in the factories, communities and
from other progressive people who were
beginning bo hate the reactionary stench
emanating from ihe glass and steel
skyscrapers of the monopolies who run
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Houston. Eyes all across the country
were indeed being focused upon
Houston as the demonstration neared.
The Party, rather ihan backing down or
apologizing for its role in building for
this demonsLration and in the whole
struggle proclaimed that it was proud of
its role. Travis Morales, at a press con-
ference the day before the march, stated
that yes there were communists in-
volved-they had been involved from
the beginning, that he was a communist
and supporter of the RCP, and that only
the Revolutionary Communist Party is
going !o lead the working class and op-
pressed people to revolution. And in
response to threats made publicly by
Police Chief Caldwell to jail all the
demonstrators and unleash his rabid
dogs in blue, Travis declared, "Caldwell
and his murdering cops better keep their
bloody hands off this march."

The demonsiration itself was a
tremendous success-450 people of all
naiionalities from all around the country
marched with the participation of some
and the enthusiastic support of thou-
sands more of the masses in Houston.
Houston would never be the same.
Never had that city seen such a
demonstration! In a city known as the
golden buckle of the sunbelt, a city
notorious long before the brutal murder
of Joe Torres for its rabid dog police
force, brutal repression of revolution-
aries, and its vicious oppression and
super-exploitation of Blacks and
Chicanos, the RCP had led a demonstra-
tion that went right up to the doors of
the pig pen-and bhe capitalists and
their cops decided the political price
would be too high to touch it because
they knew it had the support of
thousands more in Houston and around
the country. The demonstration reflec-
ted the ability of the Party, on the basis
of a revolutionary line, to be able
to sum up the key battle lines and
mobilize growing numbers at decisive
points to influence thousands more. In
the midsb of this demonstration, the
RCP raised the slogan: "Moody Park,
seed of the future-from rebellion to
mass, armed revolution," calling on the
masses to go forward from this rebellion
to take up consciously the task of
preparing for revolution.

This was a revolutionary march, open-
ly under the leadership of the RCP, and
the masses of Houston's northside loved
it. Instead of isolating revolutionaries,
the RCP's response to the bourgeoisie's
attack had brought out the revolution-
ary aspirations of the masses who were
sick and tired of the hellhole life under
capitalism. Not only had the RCP,
Travis Morales and the Moody Park 3
become household words in Houston
and known to thousands more around
the country, but they had come to mean

standing up to the bourgeoisie and
standing for the true interests of the
masses.

The Party's ability to correctly wage
the sharp class struggle that was needed
around this demonstration laid the basis
for favorable new conditions for advan-
cing the struggle.

7[nr" 
all [ook place together with

L and as part of a deepening under-
standing within the Party of the need to
build revolutionary struggles as an im-
portant part of building on the revolu-
bionary aspects within today's non-

line of the reformists of seeking the low-
est common denominator, only building
struggles that are aimed at immediate
and palpable results, tailing behind the
average consciousness, watering down
revolutionary politics to make them ac-

ceptable and non-threatening to the
bourgeoisie.

And why did increasing numbers of
people participate and stand with this
struggle? Because there are already in
this country millions of people who hate
this American nightmare, who are look-
ing for a way out, and many of these
came forward through the work of the
Party to see the necessity of taking up
this struggle, as part of building toward
the future.

In the months after the January 13
march and leading up to the opening of
the triai of the Moody Park 3, the
capitalists stepped up their attacks on
the Party in general, and as people took
up this struggle in the spirit of the
rebellion, in a more rebellious way, there
were more arrests around the country-
in New York, Pittsburg, San Jose, St.
Louis, Baton Rouge, Hawaii-many
times for the heinous crime of revolu-
tionary agitation. The mere spectre of
revolutionaries upholding rebellion was
seen as too explosive in today's situa-
tion. In many factories, members of the
NUWO did revolutionary agitation
right in the middle of the lunch rooms
and on the assembly lines, breaking
rules of proper conduct left and right. In
aerospace plants in Seattle and Los
Angeles, in factories essential to the war
preparations of the capitalists, who
heavily rely on a docile, loyal and

"patriotic" work force, the vision of
rebellion being raised right under their
noses was too much for these warlords.
They reacted with immediabe firings of
several NUWO members.

In Houston, in retaliation for the
defeat handed them on January 13, and
in growing desperation, the capitalists
lashed out viciously-arresting more
than 50 members and supporters of the
RCP before the trial began for leafleting,
selling the Worker, carrying banners,
etc. Every time Travis Morales turned
around he was being arrested again, two
times on ridiculous felony charges, so
that in the year between the rebellion
and the trial he was arrested seven
times, faced three felonies and ac-
cumulated bail of over $80,000.

And what did all these attacks by t'he
capitalists accomplish for them? Al-
though they hoped bhis would break the
backs of the conscious forces, and
demoralize the mdsses, bhereby putting
an end to all this nasty talk of rebellion
and ending their criminal rule, quite the
opposite was the case. Every attack was
turned back against them, used to ex-
pose their democracy for the capitalist
dictatorship that it is. With the outrages
piling up daily, it became clear that this
battle represented a dividing line in the
struggle against national oppression. As
Mara Youngdahl, one of the Three, said,
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"Our trial is a trial of the rebellion. We
are to be an example of what happens if
you dare to challenge the right of the
slavemaster to enslave... I consider it a
compliment to be one of the three-
singled out by the enemy in the vain
hope of stopping the struggle. When
your enemy likes you, that's when you
need to worry."

The question of how to view attacks
from the bourgeoisie was an important
point of struggle throughout the cam-
paign. Mao Tsetung said, "To be at-
tacked by the enemy is not a bad thing
but a good thing. " The point isn't that we
seek to be arrested or fired; in fact.
revolutionaries must pay careful atten-
tion to tactics to limit their losses while
,dealing maximum blows to the enemy.

ut the enemy will by his nature attack
verything progressive and revolution-

hry, and the revolutionaries must expect
and be prepared for such attack.
Furthermore, the flailings of the enemy
not only indicates that the revolu-
tionaries have succeeded, as Mao put it,
in "drawing a clear line of demarca-
tion," these attacks further sharpen
that line of demarcation, expose more
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out in the Moody Park campaign.
As the capitalists were making it clear

that they would stoop to any means to
stop this struggle, the possibility and
necessity of uniting even broader forces
in this battle came to the fore. While
continuing to rely on the basic masses of
the working class, the Chicano people
and other oppressed nationalities, as
well as youth, as the main force in this
battle, special efforts were made to
reach out to progressive and
revolutionary-minded petty-bourgeois
forces. Many of these strata had very
contradictory sentiments-on the one
hand real hatred for the oppression of
the Chicano people, a real sense of out-
rage at the actions of the police and the
courts, but on the other hand, an un-
healthy dose of anti-communism, fear of
the masses, suspicion of the RCP (either
through igaorance or petty-bourgeois
prejudices), etc. "Free the Moody Park
3!" was put out and struggled for sharp-
ly as a clear dividing line-that, for
those who knew of it, to remain neutral
on this question, to refuse to take a
stand, was to take the side of the
capitalists against the masses of
Chicano people. At a convention of the
National Lawyers Guild for example, an
ad was circulated to be printed in the
Houston newspapers that listed all the
outrages and attacks that had come
down, defended the rebellion, and
specifically mentioned that members
and supporters of the Revolutionary
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Communist Party were being attacked.
This ad was signed by over 100 lawyers
and law students at that convention,
many of whom disagree with much of
the line of the RCP, but felt compelled to
take a stand in this battle, in some cases
on account of the reactionary nature of
the felony riot law under which the
Three were charged, which gave legal
sanction for the state to single out
a few and charge them with alt ttre
"crimes" committed on a particular oc-
casion. By the time the ad was printed in
the Houston Posf there were over 800
signatures, and it had a real impact in
Houston where the capitalists were try-
ing to create the impression that the
Moody Park 3 were part of a small group
that no one supported, one that couta lL
easily crushed.

Endorsements were sought out for the
demands of the campaign from indivi-

duals and organizations around the
country. By the April 8 rally in Houston
over 100 endorsements had come in, in-
cluding ones from several Chicano pro-
fessors, Black professionals, a few
Chicano student organizations, well-
known political prisoners, and a few
celebrities, as well as others. Even the
ACLU in Houston, which had earlier
refused to be of any assistance, finally
felt compelled to help out by doing some
lawsuits to stop the authorities from ar-
resting people for selling the newspaper
and distributing leaflets, and to force
the City of Houston to allow People
United to use the gym in Moody Park
for the April 8 rally.
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judices, while at the same time finding
ways that people could unite with the
struggle even if thef had differences
with the Party on overall line and goals.
All this was very much related to gain-
ing a correct understanding of the
dialectic between basing ourselves prin-
cipally on the basic masses and on that
basis uniting with these other strata.

The Trial '

As its opening approached on April
10, it had become clear that this would
be one of the most significant political
trials in many years. Houston had
become known to many thousands
around the country as a place where
some heavy class struggle was going on
between the masses of Chicano people
and those who had stood with their
rebellion on the one hand, and the oil
barons and the rest of the capitalist
class and their hired assassins on the
other hand. In Houston, this question
had become no less controversial, but
the balance of forces was shifting.

In contrast to the situation right after
the rebellion when the respectable
Chicano community organizations had
plenty to say against the Moody Park 3,
these forces had become publicly silent
for the most part. In private, their objec-
tions to supporting the Moody Park 3
became feeble-"I don'C like Morales'
personality," for instance. Many grudg-
ingly admitted that People United and

the RCP were seen by the masses as the
only organizations that had continued bo

stand up with the Chicano people
against the capitalists. Some said that
they thought Travis Morales had a lot of
guts and that he was the only leader who
had refused to go down on his knees.
Within liberal circles there was a grow-
ing sentiment of "I don't agree with
Morales' politics but he sure is being
framed and I don't like thab."

In addition, over 100 small businesses
in the Chicano and Black communities
of Houston put "Free the Moody Park
3" posters in their windows. This was a

very significant development since the
bourgeoisie had tried to portray these
small shopkeepers as the victims of the
Rebellion and the enemies of the Moody
Park 3.

All of these represented a change that
was a result of bhe determined and per-
sisbent work of the organizations which
had stood with the rebellion and the
Moody Park 3, and reflected the
strength of a revolutionary line out there
as a pole among the masses. Leading up
to the April 8 rally, where people were
again being mobilized from the West
and parts of the South, the capitalists
had to change their tacbics. Summing up
from January 13 bhat their "the com-
mies are coming" approach had only
served to expose them and build respect
for the RCP among the masses, theY
tried more subtle tactics-a TV editorial
disguised as a news story on the RCYB

going to junior high schools "inciting
violence," the setup and arrest of Juana
Morales, a woman who had come for-
ward in the struggle, for "attempted
murder" which was covered in a news
story on what a dangerous place Irving-
ton Courts is, saying here's the proof-a
supporter of the Moody Park 3 stabs the
apartment manager. Meanwhile no
coverage of plans for the rally. At the
same time, they had put word out to
churches and community organizations
that they better not let any of these peo
ple from out of bown stay at their
facilities-put out the unwelcome mat so
they'll think twice about coming to
"cause rrouble" in Houston again. Bub
in the face of this intimidation and more
subtle red-baiting, a few places in the
Black community and some families on
the largely Chicano Northside and East
End opened their doors to as manY as

could fit in bheir homes, insuring that
bheir brothers and sisters in struggle
would not be left out in the open, victims
of Houston's Swinest.

In spibe of the bourgeoisie's attempt
to keep people away, hundreds came to
Moody Park the day of the rally. They
came because they wanted to bake a
stand with their rebellion and the three
revolutionaries who were about to be
railroaded in the capibalists' courts. And
they also wanted to hear what the RCP
had to say. On the eve of bhe opening of
the trial, this rally addressed the major
political questions that had arisen dur'
ing bhe struggle and linked those up to
the overall class struggle going on in
society.

A . ihe trial opened, a new quesiion
L lcame to the fore. How to make a
real battle out of the trial. Understand'
ing correctly that this struggle would be
determined fundamentally in the
streets-that is, by the struggle of the
masses-many people failed to see how
we could wage a battle during the trial
itself, that in fact the sharp class strug-
gle which had been waged outside the
courtroom would be focused up in the
trial. Understanding this, the capitalists
tried to preveni the trial from starting in
the midst of mass actions, twice
postponing the opening day because
demonstrations were planned. They
wanted to railroad the Moody Park 3

behind closed doors, out of the public
eye, just as they had murdered Joe Tor-
res in a deserted spot in the dead of
night. They did everything they could to
keep people from gebting into the trial to
see the capitalist system of justice at
work.

Many within our own ranks did not
see the value of mobilizing the masses to
come to the trial or of taking what was
unfolding in the trial back out to the
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masses, not just in Houston but around
the country. This arose from not under-
standing the value of concrete exposure
and agitation in raising the masses' per-
ceptions to rational conscious under-
standing. The trial itself was a living ex-
posure. It was almost a caricature of a
political trial. It definitely lived up to ex-
pectations that it would be the trial of
the rebellion.

This came oub from the opening day
when Travis Morales was denied the
right to act as cecounsel because "he
could get up and say any old radical
thing he wants to." It was shown when,
during the jury selection, those who
wanted to hang the Moody Park 3 were
"rehabilitated" into saying they could
be "fair" and those who said they
thought the three were being framed, or
even had questions about the law, were
booted off, while all the Black people on
the jury were systernatically excluded
by the state and the defense had to leave
a former police chief's daughter on the
jury because she was better than the
other choices. Through the whole trial
there was hardly an event that did not
expose the reality behind the innocent-
until-proven-guilty, jury-of-your-peers
lines and all the other garbage that
makes up the capitalist system of jus-
tice.

With this kind of set-up, was it all
locked up ahead of time, were there any
contradictions within this to make use
of, was there really a battle to be waged
in the course of the trial-and if so, how
do we wage that battle? These were
sharp questions which were the subject
of much struggle before and during the
trial. The error was made by many of not
grasping soon enough and firmly
enough that the same politics that had
guided the campaign leading up to the
trial had to guide the legal defense
strategy in the courtroom. A political
defense does not mean stating that you
are communists and then trying the case
on the basis of the 'facts', nor even giving
general political expositions and then try-
ing the case on the basis of the 'facts'.

In this case, the bourgeoisie's case
was builb on a sand castle of lies which
had to be taken on and refuted, exposing
why they were lying and what was the
real reason these people were on trial.
But the bottom line remained: technical-
ly, according to the felony riot law, they
could easily be found guilty because
they were on the scene when "crimes"
were committed. Therefore it was essen-
tial to bring into the trial the social and
political questions that were underlying
this whole trial and break things out of
the "On or about May 7, 1978. . . "
framework thab the bourgeois courts set
up. More specifically, the murder of Jqe
Torres, and the years of vicious oppres-
sion of the Chicano people at the hands
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of the capitalists and their pigs had to be
brought out-the criminal nature of a
systern that puts a $1 price on the head
of a young Chicano and then tries to jail
revolutionaries for 20 years for uniting
with the masses who stand up against
all this. It was crucial to show why peo-
ple rebelled on Cinco de Mayo and what
class interests the capitalists had in
crushing that rebellion and that this was
what the trial was all about. While some
of this was done, it was through a lot of
struggle and going up against the line
that said, "You can't get a jury to see or
understand all that, and besides it will
only bring out their backward ideas and
end up hanging the defendants."

Beneath all this was a more fundamen-
tal question: was our primary'objective
to keep the Moody Park 3 out of jail at
all costs or was it to turn this attack
against the bourgeoisie politically so
that no matter what the outcome of the
trial the capitalists had to pay a political
price? This did not mean that we did not
care whether these three revolutionaries
went to jail, that we conceded the battle
to the enemy beforehand, but rather it
meant creating the best political condi
tions for the strength of the masses to
come to the fore both inside and outside
the courtroom. This also was the best
way to actually defeat the bourgeoisie's
attempts to jail the Moody Park 3.

In the course of the trial, the bwo sides
in the battle came clbarly across. The
capitalists had their whining gestapo
dogs, their paid pig informant, their
poverty pimp, and their professional
j ailhouse snitch. Our side had
courageous representatives of the work-
ing class, Chicanos who risked the loss
of their jobs, police harassment and in-
timidation to get up there and tell their
story and stand with the Moody Park 3,
aud the Moody Park 3 themselves who
boldly took on the prosecutor in political
debate and never once backed down on
their principles. No matter how much
the prosecutor tried to ridicule, confuse,
and intimidate our witnesses, he always
ended up with egg on his face, as they
defiantly held firm and made him look
the fool more than a few times. At the
end of the prosecutor's cross examina-
tion of Travis Morales, which both an-
tagonists had been anxiously awaiting,
D.A.Andy Tobias was left literally sput-
tering and it was clear to all that Travis
had won that round.

Throughout the trial the slavemasber
mentality of the capitalists oozed from
every pore of the prosecutor. This was
most sharply concentrated in the closing
arguments of the prosecution, which
read like the script from the "Red
Menace." Their outlook stood out sharp'
ly: the fear of the masses who are begin-
ning to stir politically, who have already
shown in a beginning way what's in

store for the capitalists, the unabiding
hatred for communists who have the
ability to, yes, influence people, to gal-
vanize the angry sentiments of the
masses and build a conscious revolution'
ary movement that will drag them off of
their high and mighty thrones and use
them for fertilizer for a new society. In
his closing argument during the sentenc'
ing phase of the trial, the prosecutor ap
pealed to the jury to send Travis
Morales and Mara Youngdahl to prison
f.or 20 years, because they were dan'
gerous, dedicated adults who would not
be deterred from their political
ideology-and besides there are
thousands of people around the country
who are watching what you do and if you
don't send these people away all those
other people will think they can do the
same thing these people have done.
Right on!

On May 11 and 14 the verdicts and the
sentences came down. Morales and
Youngdahl were both convicted on the
felony riot charge. Tom Hirschi was con'
victed of misdemeanor riot. The
sentences were: Travis Morales, five
years probation and a $5000 fine; Mara
Youngdahl, five years probation and a
$4000 fine; and Tom Hirschi, a $1000
fine.

The same jury that found the Three
guilty also did the sentencing, and their
decisions reflected the powerful impact
of social forces that had pulled them in
opposite directions-the power of the
capitalist state and the power of the pee
ple's movement-and the jury's own
vacillation in the face of this. The state
got the guilty verdict it wanted-a guil'
ty verdict against the Houston
Rebellion and a legal stamp of approval
on iCs repression and hysteria directed
against the Moody Park 3 and other
revolutionaries. At the same time, it was
unable to throw the Three in jail, at least
for now, and the capitalists in Houston
summed up the outcome of the trial as a
partial defeat for this reason.

The outcome of the trial was confusing
to many. When the guilty verdict came
down, there was a strong current of de'
moralization and disbelief. But Travis
Morales' response after the verdict was
the correct one. He said, "This is exactly
the kind of justice that people rebelled
against in Moody Park. Just as the peo
ple will never forgive or forget the mur'
der of Joe Torres, they will never forgive
or forget the railroad of the Moody Park
3. You can jail us as long as you want to,
but you will never stop the people from
rising up against their oppression."

When the sentence of probation came
down, there was relief and many saw it
as a victory. But this was wrong. Proba'
tion did not erase the outrage of the
railroad, and it leaves the door open for
them to try to throw the Three in prison



later, But while the sentence was not a
victory for us, it was a reflection of the
influence the political struggle that had
been waged had within the trial. For the
time being at least, the revolutionaries
they so wanted to bury behind prison
walls for 20 years are still on the streets
among the people, preparing the masses
for revolution.

At the close of the trial, the judge
showed the defense attorneys a stack of
telegrams she had received from around
the country demanding "Free the
Moody Park 3." With false bravado she

Picketers crt courthous6 on the doy
ol senlencing oI the Moody P<rrk 3.

bragged that she would use them in her
re-election campaign to show that she
was an enemy of the RCP and therefore
worthy of the job of legal executioner.
But throughout Che whole trial and the
year-long struggle that preceded it, the
capitalists were badly shaken because
they saw the strength and determina-
tion of the Party to lead the masses for-
ward in the face of heavy political
repression. And they saw the Party's
ability to bring out the truth and expose
all their lies about freedom and "land of
opportunity," and to build the revolu-
tionary consciousness of the masses no
matter how many people they jailed and
convicted. The broad impact of the
struggle can be seen in many ways, bui
was most simply expressed by a sym-
pathetic reporter who had covered the
trial. As the jury was deliberating the
sentence and there was a good possibili'
ty they might come back with 20 years,
this reporter asked Mara Youngdahl,
was all this worth going to jail for 20
years? Then he answered the question
himself, saying, "I wouldn't want to be
in your shoes but you sure have changed
the way a lot of people think in this
town."

7Tn" 
work done around the Moody

I Park campaign brought aboul
great advances in the Party's work and
the influence of the Party's line among

the masses. In addition to the tremen'
dous impact among the Chicano people
already spoken to, the suPPort
generated among Black peoPle all
around the country was extremely signi'
ficanb. One of the strongesI reflections
of this was the telegram signed by 300
residents of Watts-home of the '65
Watts Rebellion-which united people
behind the understanding bhat the same
conditions that had given rise to that re
bellion still existed and pointed to the
only solution-revolution, In Watts,
Houston and many obher cities and
neighborhoods in the country, Black
people came forward as the strongest
force oubside of ihe Chicano people
themselves, going straight up against
the attempts of the capibalists to get dif-
ferent nationalities looking out for their
"own kind" and fighting each other for
bhe crumbs.

Within the working class overall,
through the work of the NUWO, a
number of workers of all nationalities
played an active and significant role in
the struggle, and some of them came to
the demonstrations in Houston. More-
over, the broad impact of the campaign
on bhe working class, ihe raising of the
question of supporting and learning
from the struggle of the oppressed na'
tionalities, gave concrete meaning to the
slogan, "Workers Unite to Lead the
Fight Against All Oppression." It is
definitely the case that the work around
this campaign helped lay the basis for
the working class to move in ihe direc'
tion of playing the role it can and must
play in the revolutionary movement.

Still it must be said that the potential
that exists today among the masses was
not fully realized nor galvanized into the
powerful force that is necessary to draw
forward and influence the masses in
their millions. This cannot be done just

tions But the im'
pact defend the
Hous e the MoodY
Park 3 has definitely left its imprint on
the consciousness of the masses: in a

deepened understanding of the role of
the state as an instrument of capitalist
dictatorship, of the class relations
underlying national oppression, of the
ability to unite masses of all na-
tionalities in revolutionary struggle
against the common capitalist enemy, of
the absolute necessity of overbhrowing
the capitalist class, in conscious opposi'
tion to the reformist path held out to
them, of the need for a vanguard Party
to lead that revolution, and of the fact
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that there is such a Party-bhe RCP.
When people went into the 3rd Ward

(the Black community in Houston), they
ran into an older Black woman who had
known Carl Hampton, a Black revolu-
tionary from Houston who was mur-
dered by the pigs about 10 years ago.

She said, "I told young Carl that you
can't go up against a tank with a sling-
shot. Right after he went up and told the
pigs that from now on, for every Black
person that died, a pig was going to die,
too, they killed him." But when the
revolutionaries explained to her that the

Revolutionary Communist Party is the
vehicle capable of leading and mobiliz'
ing the masses as a mighty force that
can go up against their tank, she reached
into her purse, took out her last $10, and
gave it to them. f

VIETNAM
Continued from page 8

revolution, their nationalism led them to
Marxism, but their Marxism was only a
veneer covering a reality of oppor-
tunism and eclecticism. For Ho Chi
Minh and the other leaders of the Viet-
namese party, Marxism-Leninism was
not a living science thab was a guide to
the ultimate goal of the complete eman-
cipation of mankind. It was a grab bag
of nostrums and solutions, mostly
organizational, that could be employed
bo further their own nationalist aims, In
fact, Ho expressed it in this way in so
many words:

"There is a legend in our country as
well as in China, about the magic
'Brocade Bag.' When facing great dif-
ficulties, one opens it and finds a way
out. For us Vietnamese revolutionaries
and people Leninism is not only a
miraculous 'Brocade Bag,' a compass,
bub also a radiant sun illuminating our
path to final victory "tg

And although at times they expressed
this final victory in terms of socialism
and communism, their grab bag ap-
proach and their bourgeois ideology
blinded them bo what path they were
following.

Lenin made the point that the
substitution of eclectics for dialectics-
the failure to penetrate to the essence of
the contradictory nature of a thing and
see the principal aspect at any given
bime, or the attempt to reconcile two
mutually exclusive bhings, is bhe most
usual form of falsifying Marxism in an
opportunist fashion and the "easiest
way of deceiving the masses." "It seems
to take accounl of all sides of a process,
all bendencies of development, all the
conflicting influences, and so forth,
whereas in realiby it presents no integral
and revolutionary conception of the pro
cess of social development at all."'a

Eclecticism, hand in hand with
pragmatism, has characterized the op-
portunism and revisionism of the Viet-
namese party and its top leadership.
This can be seen in an examination of
their line on the relationship between
the two stages of the revolution, in par-
ticular in their line on the role of the par-
ty in the united fronh in their line and
actions around unity and struggle in the
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socialist camp and in the party; in their
military line and strategy; and in their
line on socialist construction and the
nature of the class struggle under
socialism.

2. Role of the Party in the
United Front

he Vietnamese Party, formed in
1930 as the Indochinese Com'

munist Party (the name was changed in
1951 to the Vietnam Workers' Party and
again in 1976 to the Communist Party of
Vietnam), went through its early birth
pangs and stages of growth in the pre-
World War 2 period, as once again the
imperialist powtirs began to lunge at
each other's throats to force a redivision
of the world. The war conditions, the
defeat of the Japanese ,who occupied
Southeast Asia, and the temporary col-
lapse of the F rench colonial apparatus in
Indochina, provided the Vietnamese in
1945 with what party histories describe
as a "golden opportunity," a once in
1000-year chance."' Through the
military and political struggle of the
newly formed Vieinamese Liberation
Army and popular uprisings in the
North, the national liberation forces
were able to move into the temporary
power vacuum in the North afid
establish, on September 2, 1945, the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam.
However, a weakened, but no less deter-
minedly imperialist France, backed by
Britain and the U.S., moved almost at
once to re-establish its colonial rule
throughout Indochina. From 1945 to
1954 the Vietnamese people fought an
heroic and successful war of resistance
against the French colonialists.

One of the first problems and tasks seb

for the Vietnamese struggle against
French colonialism was how to unite bhe

broadest number of people in bhe strug-
gle against the common enemy.

At the time of ibs formation, the In-
dochinese Communist Party made a
generally correct assessment of the
situation in Vietnam:

"First of all, our Party took the view
that Viet Nam was a colonial and semi-
feudal country. Agriculture occupied the
major parb of the national economy.
Foreign imperialists relied on the feudal
landowner class to oppress and exploii
our people. The peasantry accounted for

about 90 percent of the population. For
these reasons, in Viet Nam two fun-
damental contradictions had to be solv'
ed: first, that between the Vietnamese
people and the imperialists who had rob'
bed them of their country; and
second"bhat between the broad masses
of the people, the peasants especially,
and the feudal landowner class. The
essential contradiction, for the solution
of which all forces should be concen-
trated, was that between the Viet'
namese people on the one hand, and the
imperialist aggressors and their lackeys
on the other. Imperialism was relying on
the feudal landowner class to rule over
our country; on the other hand, the
feudal landowner class was acting as an
agent of the imperialists and relied on
their protection to maintain its interests
and privileges. That is why two tasks
were set for the Vietnamese revolution:

"1. To drive out the imperialist ag-
gressors and win national independence

-its antiimperialist task.
"2. To overthrow the feudal landowner

class, carry out land reform, and put into
effect the watchword 'Land bo the
Tiller'-its anti-feudal task.

"These two tasks were closely linked
together and could not be separated: to
drive oub the imperialists one had to
overthrow the feudal landowners; con-
versely, to overthrow the feudal lan-
downers, one had bo drive out the im'
perialists. . . Imperialism and the feud-
al landowner class were the two main
targets of bhe people's democratic na-
tional revolution, the two main enemies
to overthrow, but the more essential
enemy was imperialism . . . For this
reason, it [the Party] must rally all
forces struggling against bhe im-
perialists and their lackeys, and carry
out a policy of broad national union."16

However, in 1936, influenced by the
directives and United Front Against
Fascism strateg'y of the Comintern (set
at its Seventh Congress in 1935), the
Indochinese Communist Party changed
its immediate program, and broadened
the scope of those included in the na-
tional united front.

Even though the focus of the struggle
against German fascism was half way
across the world and had virtually no
direct significance in Vietnam, and the
Japanese fascist move to occupy In-
dochina was still several years away, the
ICP dropped ihe independence struggle



AWRONG PHRASE
lt The Communist (#5) there was an

error in the article "Beat Back the
DogmatoRevisionist Attack on Mao
Tsetung Thought," which replied to
Hoxha's scurriloug new book.

On page 86, the article reads:

"The role of the party itself under
socialism is full of eontradietions. On the
one hand, and principally, the party is
the politieal leadership of the working
elaes, which leads lt forward in making
revolution and attacking every vestige
of the old society. But bhe party is also,
objectively, an administrative ap-
paratus unde,r socialism. Most of the
people ex+rcising leadership over par-
ticular unitc are party members, the
state planning is done under the leader-
ship of the party, and so forth. Similarly,
the party muet exercise [all-round dic-
tatorehipJ in every sphere ofsociety, and
it is an instrument of proletarian dic-
tatorship, but at the same time the ex-
istence of the party itself ie in contradic-
tion to the goal for which the party is
fighting-namely the elimination of all
class distinctions, and with it the need
for any state or party. "

The words marked in brackets were
supposed to have read "exercise leader-
ship," as was in the author's
manuscript. Still, ths difference is a
political one, and should have been cor-
rected. The difference beiureen the party
acting as an "instrument of the pro-
letarian dict4torship" (as the passage
correctly states) and the party itself e*-
ercising dictatorship is significant.

Stalin, in his struggle against the
TYotskyites, criticizes this formulabion
and showe the dangers in any formula-
tion which could implicitly identify bhe
dictatorship of the proletariat with the
dictatorship of the party. And Mao, of
course, made great eontributions

theoretically and practically fo combat
ting efforts to transform tho dlctator-
ship of the proletariat into a dictatorship
of party bureaucrais (actually a new
capitalist class)- Of course it is ihese
contributions of Nlao's that most in,
furiate Enver Hoxha and whlch lead him
to flail at Mao for abandoning the
"leading role of the party"!

Of eourae, anyone familiar wlth tho ar-
ticle (or who reads the passage in quds
tion as a whole) would realize that tlre in-
correci formulation contained in lt goes
against the whsle argument being made.
Still, it is not surprising that oppor"
tr.rnists would seize on this one cr-
roneous phrase to try to avoid a serious
response to the argumeni in the artiele,
A case in point is the July issue of the
Worh ers' Aduocate, monthly newspaper
of COUSMT (Central Organiaation of
U.S. Marxist-Leninists), a pathetic sect
whose main activity is fighting with the
equally pathetic CPUSA(ML) (otherwise
known as MLOC) for the "official" right
to represent the dogmatorevisionist
trend in the U.S. Arcording to the
Worhers' Adubcs.te articlo, the
RCP,USA's "negation of the Dlarxist-
Leninist teachings on the party has led
it to the most drechanical, bureaucratic,
administrative and bourgeois dictatorial
teaehings on the leading rcle of the par'
ty." For "evidence" they cite only the
wrong formulation in question and refer
ihe reader to Stalin's comments on this
question.

Actually, COUSML will tind little
comfort in that section of Stalinle article
"Concerning Questions of Leninigm.''
For while it is true that Stalin correctly
criticizes the slogan "dictatorship of the
Partyi'it is in the course of fighting op
portunists who used the fact that Lenin
had on several occasions himself used
the disputed phrase as justification for
their own efforts to €quate the pro

letaiian dietatorship with the "dictator-
ship of the P€rty."

Furtherrnore, in the entire work,
Stalin says that the le*ding role of the
party cdrrsistg of enabling the pre
letariat to exersise its dictatorship, and
also points out, as doee the passage in
guestiou, that "not a single important
political or'organizetional gueetion is
decidod by our Soviet and other mass
organisations wlthout guiding direc-
tives {rom the Party. In r[Js sense it
could be said that the dictatorship of the
proletariat ia, in eisenee the 'dictator-
ship' of its vanguard, the 'dictatorship'
of the Party, ris themainguiding force of
the proletaqiat.' 1 {Stalin's emphasis) And
it ie clear from the context that, evon
with the eror in The Communlst, what
ia being said is entirely in.keeping with
the line of Lertin and Stalin on this polnt.

Finally, in Impetialism and the
Reualutian" I{oxha hlmself refers to &
situation ln which "We Marrist-
Leninists who have cotne to power hE:ue
to establish diplomatic rel^ations with
the bourgeois'capitalist stateg becauee
theee relations are in our interests, and
thelrs, too." (Page 85, COUSML edition;
emphasis added.) Perhaps if COUSML
is in a mood ts be consistent in it$ quih
bling, it'might crtttcize Hoxha for speak-
ing of "Marxist-Leninists who have
come to porfl€r." But then; demanding
consiatency in principle from the likes of
COUSML would really be quite silly.

It will be intereating to see if
COUSML intends to tak€ up a vigorous
defenee sf Enver Hoxha's revisionism,
or if they will rest everything on a wrong
phrase. Unite {the CPUSAIMLI's
newspaper) has promised a response to
our Hoxha artlele. It could be an in'
teresting and amusing contesi as each
does somersaults trying to defend a
totally indefensible line. I

forces, to widen its influence and work
effectively, the Indochinese Democratic
Fronb must maintain close contact with
the French Popular Front which also
struggles for freedom and democracy
and can give us great help.

"6. The Party cannot demand that
the Front recognize its leadership. It
must instead show itself to be the
Front's most loyal, active and sincere
element. Ii is only through daily strug-
gle and work, when the masses of the

and geared itself to the formation of a
popular front-type coalition against
Japan in Vietnam. To this end Ho Chi
Minh declared bhat:

"1. For the time being, the Party can-
not put forth too high a demand (na-
tional independence, parliament, etc.) To
do so is to play into the Japanese
fascists' hands. It should only claim
democratic rights, freedom of organiza-
tion, freedom of assembly, freedom of

the press and freedom of speech, general
amnesty for all political detainees, and
freedom for bhe Party to engage in legal
activity.

"2. To reach this goal, the Party must
strive to organize a broad Democratic
National Front. This front should em-
brace not only Indochinese bui also pro
gressive French people residing in In-
dochina, not only the toiling people but
also the nabional bourgeoisie

"5. To increase and consolidate its
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people have acknowledged the conect
policies and leading capacity of the Par-
ty, that it can win the leading position.

"7. In order to carry out this task the
Party must uncompromisingly fight sec-
tarianism and organize the systematic
study of Marxism-Leninism in order to
raise the cultural and political level of
the Party members. It must help the
non-Party cadres raise Cheir standard. It
must maintain close contact with bhe
French Communist Party. . . "'7

The First Congress of the ICP in the
summer of 1936 "temporarily put aside"
the slogan "Overthrow French imperial-
ism," and se0 out to organize an Indo
chinese Anti-imperialist Popular Front.
But according to a Party history, "this
form of organization could not split the
ranks of the French in Indochina, isolate
the aggressive French fascists and reac-
tionary colonialists. For this reason, the
Indochinese Antiimperialist Popular
Front was later changed into the Indo
chinese Democratic Front,"r"

Leaving aside the question of the gen-
eral applicability of the United Front
Against Fascism as conceived by the
Comintern, the decision of the Party to
drop its demands for national in-
dependence is very questionable, to say
the least.

Although the Party later criticized
itself for being "too reserved to declare
its own stand on the question of national
independenc€,"to rn" decision reflected
serious weaknesses in the Party's con-
ception of ibs own role in the united
front, and in its understanding of the
nature of the imperialist enemy and its
tasks in relationship to it. Some of Ho
Chi Minh's zeal for the Comintern's
policy was most likely influenced by his
role for many years as a Comintern func-
tionary in Indochina. And it should also
be pointed out that it was precisely dur-
ing this period of the popular front that
many weaknesses and revisionist ten-
dencies in communist parties through-
out the world began to sharply surface.

The Party conference in June 1936
even distinguished between the "ultra-
imperialists and the anti-fascist im-
perialists."2" This reflected the same
kind of effort that was made by many of
the communist parties in the imperialist
countries of bhe west to draw a line of
distinction between the "democratic"
and the "most reactionary" wing of
their own bourgeoisie and to base their
strategy on this.

As for bhe Vietnamese, the stand
taken by Ho and the ICP at this point,
specifically around the role of the party
in the united front (failure to declare its
own stand on the quesbion of indepen-
dence, that it must be the "most
loyal . .and sincere element," but loyal
to what, sincere about what; and the
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failure to really make a sharp distinction
between its own line and program and
that of the national bourgeoisie with
which it was correctly attempting to
unite) reflected tendencies that were to
come out more strongly later. Politically
it represented a certain pragmatism, and
the whole formulation quoted above, in-
cluding the exhortation to the "systema-
tic study of Marxism-Leninism," while
failing to actually make a rigorous and
thorough Marxist-Leninist analysis of
bhe situation, betrayed their eclecticism.
And it must be asked whether the in-
struction to study Marxism did not have
something to do with the fact that there
was strong opposition, among Party
cadre, the masses and some other na-

'tionalist forces, to a policy that called
for unity with the colonialist masters,
i.e. study "Marxism" to justify oppor-
tunism.

Also in this period, in an interesting
twist of the colonial relationship, the
Comintern transferred the supervision
of the Indochinese Communist Party
from the Comintern staff in Moscow to
the F'rench Communist Party, whose en-
thusiasm for the popular fronb cannot be
questioned, even if its motives for pre
moting unity with French colonialism in
Vietnam can be.

With the outbreak of the war in 1939
and the collapse of France before the in-
vading German armies and the
establishment of the collaborator Vichy
government in 1940, the French colonial
government in Indochina, headed by
Admiral Decoux, the official Vichy
representative, settled in to keep French
control of bhe region, working out a con-
venient arrangement with Japan.

In 1941 a new broad national united
front, the League for Vietnamese Inde
pendence (Vietnam Doc Lap Dong Minh,
or Vietminh) was established for the pur-
pose of "uniting all patriots, without
distinction of wealth, age, sex, religion or
political outlook so that they may work
together for the liberation of our people
and the salvation of our nation."2' The
Vietminh carried out armed propaganda
and guerilla struggle against both the
Japanese fascists and the French col-
onialists and succeeded in carving out
[berated zones in the northern Pac Bo
region along bhe Chinese border.

By 1944 the localized guerrilla
units had been pulled together into the
rudiments of the Liberation Army,
under the command of Vo Nguyen Giap,
one of Ho's closest collaborators. When
the Japanese turned on the French col-
onialists after the fall of France to the
allies and imprisoned most of the mili
tary and administrative leaders of the
colonial apparatus, the Vietnamese
seized their chance. Ho issued an appeal
for general insurrection in August 1945
and the Vietminh forces marched into

Hanoi. On September 2, 1945, Ho Chi
Minh, president of the new Democratic
Republic of Vietnam, read a Declaration
of Independence at a meeting of half a
million people in Ba Dinh square.

The government formed in the north,
and correctly so at that stage of the
struggle, was a coalition government
which included many openly non-
communist nationalist forces. But ii was
often difficult to distinguish between
the outlook of these forces and that of
Ho Chi Minh himself.

In the proclamation of Vietnamese in'
dependence which Ho wrote, he mim'
icked the hollow words of the American
Declaration of Independence and the
Declaration of the Rights of Man and
the Citizen of the French bourgeois
revolution of 1791.

"All men are created equal. They are
endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights; among these are Life,
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness,
. . . All men are born free and with equal
rights, and must always remain free and
have equal rights."

And Ho castigated the French bourgeoi
sie for trampling on their own principles:

"Nevertheless, for more than eighty
years, the French imperialists, abusing
the standard of Liberty, Equality and
Fraternity, have violated our Father-
land and oppressed our fellow citizens.
They have acted contrary to the ideals of
humanity and justice.""

These declarations of the rights of
man, even when they were written, were
nothing more than the efforts of the ris-
ing bourgeois classes to rally the masses
of laboring people around them in their
struggles against the British and
French monarchies. As early as 1878
Engels wrote scornfully of such declara-
tions of the rights of man as put forward
by the bourgeois revolutionaries in
France:

"...superstition, injustice, privilege
and oppression were to be superceded by
eternal truth, eternal justice, equality
based on nature, and the inalienable
rights of man.

"We know today that this realm of
reason was nothing more than the
idealized realm of the bourgeoisie; that
eternal justice found its realization in
bourgeois justice; that equality reduced
itself to bourgeois equality before the
law; thai bourgeois property was prt>
claimed as one of the most essential
rights of man; and that the governmenb
of reason, Rosseau's Social Contract,
came into being and could only come in'
to being, as a bourgeois democratic re'
public. "zg



What possible meaning could it have,
even in the context of a united front with
bourgeois forces, to put this bourgeois
deception forward in the era of im-
perialism and proletarian revolution?
What was he trying to accomplish by his
apparent attempt to "expose" the
French bourgeoisie for failing to live up
to "its own standards"?-other than to
conciliate with the French bourgeoisie
(and pander to the Vietnamese national
bourgeoisie as well), implying that
somehow if they had acted right, none of
this would be necessary. Leaving aside
the question of whether that declaration
was the time or place to denounce the
French for what they were, imperialists,
and expose the nature of imperialism,
the fact is that Ho did just the opposite.
He covered over and obscured the
nature of the imperialist enemy. And ab
bhis critical juncture in the Vietnamese
revolution he revealed the extent of
bourgeois nationalism in his own
outlook and that of the Party, and
demonstrated how far they were from
giving revolutionary proletarian leader-
ship to the democratic revolution in
their country. This is not just a matter
of quibbling over words, it was borne out
in action as well.

The French imperialists, of course,
were not at all impressed by these bour-
geois pretensions on the part of Ho and
the ICP, any more than they were halted
in their determination to reassert their
colonial rule over Vietnam by Ho's sub-
sequent expression of willingness to
keep Vietnam in the French Union and
the Indochina Federation.2a The French
colonial army of occupation marched on
Hanoi, and despite months of negotia-
tions, it became clear soon enough thaC
the only road to independence for Viet-
nam lay through armed struggle. By the
end of 1946 hostilities had broken out.
The new government and the Party lead-
ership withdrew from Hanoi back into
the countryside to begin another stage
in the war of liberation to drive out the
colonial overlords.

Once again the Vietnamese leaders
acted to broaden the united front
against the French. An official Party
history states that "under the leader-
ship of the Party and President Ho Chi
Minh, the entire Vietnamese people rose
up in a resolute fight to preserve na-
tional independence and unity, and to
defend and develop the gains of the Au-
gust Revolution."26

But their first step in exerting Party
leadership in this struggle was a curious
one: they formally dissolved the Party.
There would remain only a Marxist
Study Association. Apparently there
was at least some objection and contro
versy over this move, because in his
political report to the Second Congress
of the Vietnam Wgrkers' Party in

February 1951 Ho argued:

"At that time the Party could not
hesitate: hesitation meant failure. The
Party had to make quick decisions and
take measures-even painful ones-to
save the situation. The gteatest worry
was about the Party's proclamation of
voluntary dissolution. But in reality it
went underground.

"And though undergtound, the Party
continued to lead the administration and
the people.

"We recognize that the Party's declar-
ation of dissolution (actual withdrawal
into the underground) was a good
meagure."26

This excerpt from Ho's speech was
taken from a collection of his works
published in 1970 by the revisionist
CPUSA's publishing house, and there is
no reason to doubt its accuracy. But
there must have been some later evalua-
tion inside the Vietnamese Communist
Party that this was in fact not such a
"good measure," or at least not one that
they should make much of at a time
when they were trying to proclaim their
Marxist-Leninist orthodoxy. For in a
1977 Hanoi edition of Ho's selected
works,27 this entire section is left out of
the speech. No ellipses, no footnotes of
explanation. All reference to the dissolu-
tion of the Party is simply eliminated.

This is not just an exercise in "textual
criticism," nor are we implying that the
Party actually was dissolved. It ob-
viously was not, at least not completely.
And Party documents state flatly that
in reality the Party was not dissolved,
but went underground. Party leaders
did continue to give leadership to the
liberation war; the Party apparatus, at
least at some levels, continued to func-
tion; and certainly at the highest levels
the Party bodies continued to meet regu.-
larly. tn fact, large numbers of people
were, apparently, recruited into the Par-
ty during the period between 1946 and
1951 when it was supposedly dissolved.
But the question is why did they do it?
What political understanding did it re
flect on the nature of the struggle, the
tasks of the Party and its role in the
united front, that they felt the necessity
to announce that the Party had been dis-
solved, even if it was necessary to go
underground? The Communist Party
USA under the revisionist Earl Browder
dissolved itself for a period of months in
1944 also, although the Party structure
in some form continued to function. This
action repreSented a revisionist outlook
and political line.

The conditions that the Party faced at
that point were difficult. French troops
occupied the southern part of the coun-
try and had marched on Hanoi in the
north. Several divisions of KMT troops,

under the guise of an allied mandate to
accept the Japanese surrender, had mov-
ed into the northern part of the country
in 1945, and although they had agreed to
turn control over to the returning
French, they had been busy pillaging
and looting. The KMT leadership would
have liked nothing better than to crush
the ICP and eliminate any possible
alliance or mutual action between it and
the Chinese Communist Party in the
civil war that was raging in China. And
the Party was small, only about 5,000
members in 1945.

But was this dissolution maneuver
meant to fool the French or the KMT?
Hardly. Was it meant to play to world
opinion? To say "nobody here but us na'
tionalists"? That in itself would be
revealing. The question, of course, is not
whether it's incorrect in principle to go
underground-many parties have faced
the necessity of functioning secretly in
the face of adverse conditions-but even
then these parties have tried to find
ways to conduct illegal secret commun'
ist agitation and propaganda. Within
the context, however, of a struggle
which had presumably established base
areas in the countryside, areas where the
revolutionary forces have relative
freedom to operate, to hint at the
presence of foreign troops as the reason
lor dissolving entirely the public face of
the Party (even if most members kept
their membership secret) is no argu'
ment, or rather a wrong argument.

Most likely this move was aimed at
other nationalist forces and was an at'
tempt to unite broader anti'French
forces who they felt were queasy about
linking up organizationally in a united
front with communists. This is hinted at
in Ho's statement concerning the need
for "time to gradually consolidate the
forces of people's power and to strength'
en the National United Front." But the
only thing this pragmatic approach to
achieving unity in the patriotic struggle
could accomplish, besides the abandon'
ment of Marxist principle, was to vir'
tually guarantee that the politics of
those forces that soughb to limit the
struggle to the confines of nationalism
would go unchallenged. In some ways
they were quite similar to the line of
Fidel Castro in the Cuban revolution: to
fight the anti-imperialist war as na'
tionalists, win popuLar support on this
basis, and then after they are rccognized
as leaders and supported by the masses
as such, announce that they are also
"communists"-while in fact remaining
bourgeois nationalists.

There is a parallel in this period to the
approach the leadership of the Vietnam
Workers' Party (VWP) took during the
war against the U.S. in south Vietnam.
Everyone is familiar with the National
Liberation Front, which correctly in'
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cluded Vieinamese from all classes who
were opposed to U.S. imperialism. But
although it was occasionally mentioned
in VWP and NLF documents, little was
ever heard of the People's Revolutionary
Party (PRP) of south Vietnam. Formed
in 1962, this was supposedly a separate
party in the south, giving leadership to
the NLF. Certainly bhe organizational
Ieadership of the PRP did (under the
direction of the VWP) in fact give leader-
ship to the struggle in the south. But the
poinb is, independenb or branch, the
PRP's role was very downplayed and its
leadership was on the basis of organiza-
tion of the struggle, not political
line-through its communist agitation
and propaganda pointing the direction
beyond the immediate struggle, and
through the application of Marxist
theory mapping bhe way forward to
socialism and communism.

This in no way implies that the
Party's principal task during the war of
national liberation should have been to
"fight for socialism," as Trotskyites
asserted. Nor does ii mean that the na-
tional struggle should have been subor-
dinated to the class struggle. Even so, a
genuine communist party has bhe
responsibility to play an independent
role, poliiically as well as organizational-
ly, in the united front and not to
capitulate to the bourgeoisie in either
sphere.

The stand of the Vietnamese party
leaders stood in stark contrast to the
position of Mao Tsetung and the
Chinese Communist Party during their
united front in bhe War of Resistance
against Japanese imperialism.

"In short, we must not split the united
front, but neither should we allow
ourselves to be bound hand and foot,
and hence the slogan of 'everything
through the united front' should not be
pui forward Our. policy is one of in-
dependence and initiative within the
united front, a policy both of unity and
of independence."2"

Later, during the war against U.S. ag-
gression, VWP literature does speak of
the independent role of the Party in the
united front and the necessity of solving

"all problems related to the Front policy
from a class stand. . . One-sided unity,
unaccompanied by struggle, in practice
leads bo the disruption of unity and the
liquidation of the Front. If one knows
how to conduct a principled struggle, i.e.
one that is based on Che common
political programme and aimed at imple,
menting it, far from breaking up unity
and weakening the Front, one will have
done the only thing that could strength-
en unity and consolidate the Front."2o
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However, the practice of the VWP in
the first part of the war against the
French (1946-51) in officially dissolving
the Party, and the limitation of the Par-
ty's agitation and propaganda bo the na-
tional gaals of bhe struggle, fly in the
face of these later formulations. And
even then, during the war against the
U.S., when the Party was larger and
clearly the undisputed leadership of the
struggle, their approach remained that
of stage-managing bhe united front, To
the extent that they did have "princi
pled" political differences with the open-
ly proclaimed national bourgeois
elements in bhe revolution, it was not
around the ultimate goals of the strug-
gle, but around a revisionisb view of how
best to develop the country, through
public or private ownership of the means
of producbion. (See section 5 below.) And
while there is plenty of discussion of the
patriotic tasks of the united fronb and
the Party, bhere is no sense of the whole,
of the process of social development in
the period and the real relationship of
the class forces bo one another or of the
various tasks of the Party to one
another.

3. Unity in "socialist CamP"

A ,r". nine years of protracted and
L lheroic struggle the Vietnamese
defeated France and put an end to
French colonialism in Indochina. But
the Vietnamese now faced a new im'
perialisi vulture brying to tighten its
claws around their necks. The U.S. had
financed 80Vo of the French war and
were determined to step in where the
French left off.

The Geneva Accords signed between
the Vietnamese and France provided for
the temporary division of the country in
half and for elections to unify the coun-
try in 1956. (An analysis of these argu-
ments is beyond the scope of this
article.) But the U.S. had already begun
to consolidate its foothold in the south,
installing its own trusty, bloody puppet
regime of Ngo Dinh Diem-previously
best known for his collaboration with
the French colonialists.

The immediate task taken up by the
Party and the government of the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam in the
north was to secure enough food for the
people and basic reconstruction of their
war-ravaged land: restoration of com-
munications and transportation, re'
establishment of basic industries, etc.
By 1957 this task had been completed,
including land reform, rebuilding the
dikes so crucial bo agriculture, etc. They
now faced the decision of what course to
follow. As Truong Chinh, a leading Par-
ty member put it: ". . . should we waib

for the reunification of the country to be
achieved before engaging in socialist
revolution?. . our Party's answer was
No."3o On the other hand, it was clear
that driving the U.S. imperialists out of
Vietnam and completing the democrabic
revolution was still a major task con-
fronting the Party and the peoPle.

The question was: what is the relation'
ship between the bask of socialist con'
sbruction and transformation in the
north and the liberation of the south.
And further, what is the correct path of
building socialism in the north' These
questions were bo be debated and decid'
ed against the backdrop of a great storm
that was approaching in the interna'
tional communist movement and blew
wide open in the next few years. It was
bo have a tremendous imPact on the
course of the Vietnamese revolution.

In 1956 Khrushchev had grabbed
power and begun the process of drag'
ging the first socialist state back to
capitalism. The key to advancing t,o

communism, he declared, was the
development of the productive forces of
society in order to create the wealth and
abundance that would Provide the
material basis for communism. He
trumpeted the theory of bhe dying out of
the class struggle under socialism, while
at the very same time he and the new
bourgeoisie in the party and the state
apparatus were destroying the forms of
working class rule and turning the
masses of people into slaves of profit,
and offering them a bowl of goulash in
recompense.

Internationally Khrushchev and the
Soviet revisionists put forward the line
of the "three peacefuls": peaceful transi'
tion, peaceful competition and peaceful
coexistence. According to these "mod'
ernizers" of Marx and Lenin, violent
revolution against the capitalists was no
longer necessary. Neither was imperial'
ist war any longer inevitable, as Lenin
had said. Khrushchev held that a new
world war was out of the question, im-
perialism having become so reasonable,
and that in fact all wars, including those
waged for national liberation from im'
perialism, could and should be prevent'
ed. Further, the meaning of "peaceful
coexigtence" for these new revisionists
was that the socialist countries should
offer "all-round cooperation" with the
imperialists, making this the general
line of their foreign policy, coupled with
the assertion that imperialism was now
willing to cooperate with socialism. And
the socialist system, by the very nature
of its growing strength, would defeat im'
perialism through peaceful competition.
In fact, not only was violent revolution
unnecessary, it was positively danger'
ous. Because, according bo Khrushchev
& Co., the advent of nuclear weaPons
had changed everything. National



liberation struggles, as in Vietnam for
example, could touch off a "world con-
flagration" that might end in a nuclear
holocaust.

The bourgeois logic and the link be-
hind the Soviets' international line and
their brand of "socialism" was stated
quite starkly in an August 1960 editorial
in Prauda:

"Why construct, build, create, if one
knows in advance that all the fruits of
one's labor will be destroyed by the tor-
nado of war?"3r

Khrushchev set out to whip the inter-
national communist movement into line
behind his rotten revisionism. He was
met by an iron wall of proletarian resis-
tance from revolutionaries in the
Chinese Communist Party led by Mao
Tsetung. (F or a more detailed analysis of
the historic struggle see the June, 1979
issue of Reuolution: "CPC's Struggle
Against Khrushchev: 1956-1963").

" . . . The bourgeoisie will not step down
from the stage of history voluntarily.
This is a universal law of class struggle.
In no country should the proletariat and
the Communist Party slacken their
preparation for the revolution in any
way...

"To the best of our knowledge, there is
still not a single country where this
possibility [peaceful transition] is of any
practical significance. "'"

And they exposed the end result of
Khrushchev's line: collaboration and
conciliation with U.S. imperialism.

" . . . the 'peace' they talk about is in
practice limited to the'peace' which may
be acceptable to the imperialists under
certain historical conditions. It at-
tempts to lower the revolutionary stan-
dards of bhe peoples of various countries
and destroy their revolutionary will."33

Throughout the international com-
munist movement this struggle drew a
sharp dividing line between revolution
and counter-revolution, between Marx-
ism-Leninism and revisionism. The Viet-
namese tried to straddle this line. But
they could not. Their centrism and
"brocade bag" eclecticism cannot mask
the fact that, when the chips were down,
revisionism triumphed over Marxism in-
side the Vietnam Workers' Party.

The first indications of this came in
1957 when they decided to place top
priority on reconstruction of the north,
in opposition to continuing to carry out
the struggle to liberate the south, and
within this to give main emphasis to the
development of heavy industry as the
key link in building socialism. The
political and ideological battle between

China and the Soviet Union threw what
was from their point of view an untimely
and very unfortunate wrench into their
plans.

In embarking on their ambitious plans
for industrialization and modernization,
it was obvious that they were going to
need a great amount of financial and
technological aid. But not only were the
Chinese averse to the plans they were
laying, they were not in a position to pre
vide the kind of aid the Vietnamese
leadership demanded. On bhe other
hand, there was certainly some strong
opposition in the VWP to openly siding
with the Soviets against the Chinese,
and even the dominant pro-Soviet
revisionist forces saw nothing to be
gained in openly opposing China's line.
And there must have been some hesitan-
cy and lack of confidence about the relia-
bility of Soviet support.

This sentiment could only have been
heightened by Khrushchev's proposal in
early 1957 that both north and south
Vietnam be admitted to the United Na-
tions. This attempted betrayal and sell-
out of the Vietnamese people in south
Vietnam brought a strong and outraged
response from Ho Chi Minh and bhe Par-
ty leadership. Khrushchev,was forced to
quickly withdraw his suggestion. But it
did not divert the Vietnamese leaders
from the course they were charting.

Publicly Ho, in particular, and the rest
of the leadership began to play the role
of the great concilliators, arguing for
"unity in the socialist camp" and
studiously refusing to take an open posi-
tion on this monumental two line strug-
gle. As late as 1964, after the split be-
tween the revolutionaries and the revi-
sionists had become absolutely clear and
irrevocable, Ho Chi Minh stated in an in-
terview in the French daily Le Monde:
"Disputes of this kind among the revolu-
tionary parties have always been settled
satisfactorally." And in his last will and
testament in 1969 he said: "I am firmly
confident that the fraternal parties and
countries will have to unite agai1."sr

Typical of the Vietnamese approach
was their role at the Romanian Party
Congress in 1960, which was attended
by representatives from many parties
around the world, including Khrush-
chev, who used the meeting to launch a
vicious attack on the Chinese Com-
munist Party. While China blasted the
Soviets for their revisionist "peaceful
ceexistence" line, Le Duan, a leading
VWP politburo urember, carefully avoid-
ed this cardinal question, delivering in-
stead a marshmallow speech which fail-
ed to venture beyond some mundane
details of relations between Vietnam
and Romania. At the congress of the
eighty-one communist parties in
Moscow in December of 1960 Ho once
again made a strong pitch for unity in

the "socialist camp" and offered to play
the role of arbiter of the struggle. But
the dispute was over fundamental
political principle and was not "ar-
bitrable." At one point the Chinese
delegation walked out of the
meeting-in protesb of Khrushchev's
denunciation of Stalin-and laid a
wreath at Stalin's grave. Ho also left the
meeting, not in protest, but to go sight-
seeing in the Soviet Union. Jean
Lacoutoure, a French bourgeois bio
grapher of Ho, describes another charac-
teristic scene at the Third Congress of
the VWP in September of 1960, also con-
firmed by others present: Ho laughingly
took the Soviet and Chinese delegates
by the hand and "before the incredulous
diplomatic corps, bade the assembled
delegations join in an'All Put Together'
type of refrain."'"

To their credit, though consistent with
their public centrism, the VWP did re
fuse to go along with a Soviet-orchestra-
ted denunciation of the Albanian Party
of Labor at the 22nd Congress of the
CPSU a year later in Moscow. But at the
same time, Ho made yet another bid for
unity and offered his services as
mediator.

Many people describe Ho Chi Minh as
a great diplomat, brilliant mediator,
"middle of the roader" and astute politi-
cian, trying to keep Vietnam free from
entanglement with either of the "two
communist giants." Nothing could be
further from the truth, or more of a

bourgeois analysis. Others argue that
the Vietnamese position was dictated by
objective conditions. Faced with the
necessity to build their country and the
threat of the U.S. and its puppet regime
in bhe south, the Vietnamese had to
avoid alienating or jeopardizing the sup'
port of either China or Russia. But this
doesn't hold water either.

Obviously the Viebnamese leadership
must have seen it this way, bo some ex'
tent at least. And it is not a question of
dictating to them how they should have
handled this contradiction on the basis
of a correct line, if they had had one. It
was not the case that the VWP dis-
cussed and debated this decisive ques'
tion, adopted an internal position in sup-
port of Marxism-Leninism, and for prac-
tical and diplomatic reasons decided not
to publicly side with the Chinese and at-
tack the Soviet revisionists at that
point. Just the opposite. Although there
most certainly was some sharp struggle
and differing lines, none of which has
ever been officially reported out, their
centrism boiled down to opportunism,
and in the final analysis an embrace of
Soviet-style revisionism. When they did
take a clear-cut position, which they did
during 1960 and 1961 on numerous occa'
sions, they sided with the Soviets, and
the Soviet line which argued for cooling
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out the liberation struggle in the south.
In a speech given in early April of

1960 Le Duan, a few months later ap-
pointed General Secrebary of the Viet-
nam Workers' Party, argued for restric-
ting the sbruggle in the south.

"The Northern people will never neg-
lect their task with regard to one half of
their country which is not yet liberated.
But in the present conjuncture, when
the possibility exists to maintain a
lasting peace in the world and create
favorable conditions for the world move-
ment of socialist revolution and national
independence to go forward, we can and
must guide and restrict within the south
the solving of the contradiction between
imperialism and the colonies of our coun-
brY."st

He was forced to admit that this would
cause "complications" for the struggle
in the south. But basing himself on
Khrushchev's peaceful competition line,
he argued that the overall strength of
the "socialist camp" would prevail:

"In the world, the socialist forces are
becoming stronger than the imperialist
forces. In our country, the socialist
forces in the Norlh are also being
developed strongly. Though this situa-
tion has created a number of complica-
tions for the revolution in the South, the
advantages are fundamental. We must
know how to make use of this supre-
macy of the socialist forces adequately
and in good bime to help the revolution
in the South develop favorably."37

Khrushchev could have used Le Duan as
a back-up in his "Kitchen Debate" with
Nixon a year earlier.

Behind all this lay the argument that,
through maintaining "peaceful co-
existence" the Diem regime would col-
lapse in the south and the U.S. would be
forced to withdraw-and meanwhile the
north could proceed apace with its con-
struction plans:

"If peace can be maintained, the aggres-
sive schemes of the United States-Diem
clique will rapidly fail, and their totali-
tarian fascist regime will rapidly decay.
If peace is maintained, the revolubionary
forces will enjoy necessary conditions to
develop strongly. Hence to maintain
peace is a reuolutionary slngan."s8

Since when is "maintaining peace" a
"revolutionary slogan"? Lenin spoke of
imperialist war as inevitable as long as
imperialism exists. Of course, Lenin,
Stalin and the Chinese revolutionaries
spoke of the possibility of preventing
the outbreak of such a particular war for
a peiod of time. But what about wars of
national liberation, armed insurrections
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and revolubionary wars in general? Are
these also to be avoided in order to
"maintain peace"?

Certainly that is what Khrushchev
meant. And at a speech on September 1,

1960, just before the opening of the
Third Party Congress in Hanoi, and only
a few months before the escalation of the
struggle by the liberation forces in the
south brought about the formation of
the National Liberation Front, Viet-
namese Prime Minister Pham Van Dong
openly proclaimed the VWP's alliance
with the Soviets on the question of
peaceful co-existence and peaceful tran-
sition:

"Nowadays the Soviet Union and other
socialist countries are successfully
building socialism and communism and
have become an invincible force. Along
with peace loving people all over the
world they are able to prevent war, bo

check the bloodstained hands of the im-
perialists, preserve peace and save
mankind from a new world war, a
nuclear war."38

Again, Pham Van Dong speaks of
"preventing war." This is an exact echo
of the Soviet line, which,said that all
wars must be prevented-in order to
"save mankind from a nuclear war."
Pham, like bhe Soviet revisionists,
makes no distinction between the imper-
ialist war, which must be opposed, and
revolutionary wars, which must be sup-
ported and which, given bhe nabure of
imperialism, are inevitable if the people
in the oppressed countries are to win
their liberation.

The Third Congress offered numerous
examples of how far the Vietnamese
Workers' Party had gone in embracing
the Sovieb line, and opposing the revolu-
tionary line of which Mao Tsetung was
the most outstanding exponenb. In his
report on the new Party constitution, Le
Duc Tho took a heavy swipe at "dogma-
tism." While this was ostensibly aimed
at forces within the Party who are ac-
cused of "mechanical study and applica-
tion of foreign experience," the Chinese
are clearly the target of the attack as
well. "Dogmatism" and "sectarianism"
had become buzz words directed at
China by Khrushchev and friends. The
Chinese delegate to the Congress did not
miss the point. In responding to a
speech by the Soviet representative
Mukhitdinov, he charged that "It is ab-
solutely impermissible to relinquish fun-
damental theoretical positions of
Marxism-Leninism on the pretext of op-
posing dogmatism."ao

Since these more or less open attacks
on the Chinese line and siding with the
Soviets did mark a break with the
VWP's previous (and subsequent) cen'
trism, it is interesting to note that just

before the opening of the Congress, Ho
Chi Minh flew to Moscow where he
spent over a week in discussions with
Soviet leaders. While there are no of-
ficial reports of these discussions avail-
able, it does not seem unduly specula-
tive to suggest that this attack on the
Chinese line may have been the trade-off
demanded by Khrushchev for Soviet
commitment to back the ambitious Five
Year PIan unveiled ab the Congress.

But on another score the Congress
position marked somewhat of a modifi-
cation of Le Duan's earlier call to
restrict the struggle in the south, and
his claim bhat the Diem regime would
fall of its own rot. Instead, the Congress
adopted a more eclectic two-point posi
tion on the relationship between recon-
struction in the north and liberating the
south:

"In bhe present stage, the Vietnamese
revolution has two strategic tasks:

"Firstly to carry out the socialist
revolution in the North.

"Secondly, to liberate the South from
the rule of the American imperialists
and their henchmen, achieve nabional re-
unification and complete independence
and freedom throughout the country."a2

But in his speech at the Congress'Vo
Nguyen Giap, Commander in Chief of
the Vietnam People's Army (PAVN) and
Minister of Defense of the DRV, made
clear bhe emphasis:

"Ab present, economic construction in
the North has become the central task of
the Party. That is why our defense bud-
get must be reduced and military effec-
tives cut."

But not surprisingly, there are also
other formulations from the Congress
that seem to "balance out" or give the
other side of the picture regarding the
north/south question. In the same
speech Giap says:

" while speaking about our Party's
policy of peaceful reunification, a

number of our comrades are not fully
aware of the plots of the United States
imperialists and their lackeys; they do
not undersband that while our policy is
to preserve peace and to achieve
peaceful reunification, we should always
be prepared to cope with any maneuver
of the enemy, That is due to the fact that
a number of our comrades have no all-
sided understanding of the present
world situation; they see only the
possibility of winning a lasting peace
and not the danger of war which still ex'
ists. . . . they are not fully aware of the
plots of imperialism.. , . "aa

While an argument can be made that



the differenL formulations at the Con-
gress reflecL a line struggle inside the
VWP, it is also quite undersbandable
that "a number of our comrades" did
not seem to understand or follow the
Party's policy of peaceful reunification.
The formulations were so "all-sided" in
their eclecticism, and the earlier Party
pronouncements on "peaceful co-
existence," including some at the Con-
gtess were so clearly arguing againsb a
war of liberation in the soubh that it
would be hard to imagine how many
couldn't help but be confused.

Whatever the hopes and plans of the
Party leaders, the nexi two years
brought a rapid escalabion in the strug-
gle in the south, bhat made it virtually
impossible not to see that the U.S. was
not about to pull out, nor agree to some
sort of "neutralization" plan for the
south that would leave the liberaiion
forces in place, as ib seemed (erroneous-
ly) that they later did with the Laos
agreement in 1962. In response to the
rising resistance movement the NLF
was formed in December of 1960 and
Kennedy began to escalabe U.S. military
intervention in the south. Open war was
not only inevitable, it had already
begun.

The reality, and necessities, of the in-
tensifying war in the south ran flat in
the face of Khrushchev's insistence that
the Vietnamese try bo keep everything
cool. No matter what the VWP leader-
ship may have wished, this was not
possible. As it became evident that aid
would not be forthcoming from bhe
Soviets for the war, a noticeable shift
took place in 1963 and 1964 towards the
Marxist-Leninist line being fought for
most strongly by the Communist Party
of China. In a speech in March of 1963
Le Duan conceded that:

. the Marxist-Leninisb par-
ties-seek to achieve the revolution by
peaceful means; but in any evenb, the
two alternatives, peaceful and non-
peaceful, should be considered; if the ex-
ploiting classes resort to violence
against the people, bhe possibility of
non-peaceful transition to socialism
should be borne in mind."a5

In December he signaled an even
sharper break, arguing for the necessity
of the violent revolutionary struggle.a6
His speech was printed in full in the
Chinese People's Daily.

In July of 1963 the Army newspaper
Hoc Tap published an article by the
military commander Nguyen Chi Thanh
which openly repudiated earlier posi-
tions:

"We do not have any illusions about the
United States. We do not underestimate
our opponent-the strong and cunning

U.S. imperialism. But we are not afraid of
the United States . . If, on bhe contrary,
one is afraid of the United Stabes, and
thinks that to offend ib would court fail-
ure, and that firm opposition bo United
States imperialism would touch off a
nuclear war, then the only course left
would be to compromise with and surren-
der to United Sbabes imperialism."o'

And on the question of the role and the
relation of building the north to the
struggle in the south, there was a defi-
nite change:

"A powerful North Vietnam will be a de
cisive factor in bhe social development of
our enbire country. But this does not
mean that simply because the North is
strong, the revolutionary movement in
the South will automatically succeed
the building of the North itself cannoi re
place the resolution of the inherent social
contradictions of South Vietnam."rH

Finally, Le Duan, of all people, began
warning of the danger of international
revisionism, and its influence on the
VWP:

"Some comrades in our Party have come
under the influence of modern revi
sionism. Although their number is
small, it is not a good thing and we must
pay attention to it."ae

Unfortunately this new clarity on the
dangers of revisionism and the denun-
ciations of it by the Vietnam Workers'
Party did not last long.

Khrushchev was ousted by Brezhnev
in October, 1964 and although there was
no fundamental change in the Soviet
revisionist line, it did mark the begin-
ning of some new developments, i.e. in-
itial moves away from a policy of open
and shameless conciliation and col-
laboration with U.S. imperialism to one
of more contention. As far as Vietnam
was concerned, the new Soviet bosses
were most concerned that the neces-
sities of the war and Russia's own lack
of support would push them even closer
to the Chinese, who remained staunch
supporters of the armed struggle
against U.S. aggression.

In February of 1965 the U.S. began
bombing the north and the next month
the "Americanization" of the war in the
south began with the first major broop
escalation. Soviet Premier Kosygin
visited Hanoi ai the same time with new
promises of aid to defend against the
U.S. air war and ground troop escala-
tion. Underscoring that there had been
no basic change in Moscow's position,
however, Khrushchev was allowed to
speak publicly from banishment in
August of 1965 to again warn that
"trouble starts with small things like

Viel Nam and ends with disasler."5"
The Vietnamese leaders seemed

satisfied bhat with Khrushchev gone
everything was fine in the USSR once
again and quickly eliminaLed their at-
tacks on "modern revisionism." By 1966
they were back to their talk of unity of
the socialist camp and praise of
developments in the Soviet Union. The
immediate motivabion for their decision
that revisionism was no longer a pro
blem in the Soviet Union was the new of-
fers of aid, and Vietnam's recognition
that the Soviets would supply them
some of Ehe heavy weapons, planes and
rockets for the kind of war they wanted
to fight against the U.S. at lhal point.
But if pragmatism and opportunism was
the immediate motivation, the underly-
ing cause was their fundamental uniby
with the Soviei line.

To the extent that they were con-
cerned about the struggle that had split
the international communist movement
and made talk of a "unity of the socialist
camp" an absurdity, it was only from
the point of view of how it was going to
effect their own national struggle. This
is one of the clearest examples of how
the Vietnamese leaders not only
subordinated the class struggle [o the
national struggle in the context of a war
of liberation, but saw these two strug'
gles as virtually identical. They were
determined to maintain unity in the
socialist camp so that their national
struggle would not be adversely af-
fected.

But it also went deeper than that. For
them "socialism" was merely the best
form for obtaining their goal of national
liberation and building Vietnam into a
modern, powerful, industrialized coun-
try. And this was made synonymous
with the long-term interests of the work-
ing class. They were not able to see any'
bhing wrong with Soviet revisionism
because they were not Marxists. The
battle that the Chinese revolutionaries
were leading to expose the restoration of
capitalism in the Soviet Union and the
abandonment of the revolutionary goal
of the working class and the class strug-
gle by most of the communist parties of
the world was seen as a dogmatic and
sectarian disruption of the uniby which
they saw as so central to obtaining their
objectives.

This same bourgeois outlook exisbed
in their line on unity in the Party iiself.
Le Duan stated in 1973 that "we are
resolved to 'preserve the unity of the
Party as we would the apple of our eye.'
The Party will never tolerate any mani
festation of factionalism, the grauest
crime against the reuolution."u' So it is
not the abandonment of Marxism-
Leninism or a counter-revolutionary line
that is the greatest crime against the
revolution, but factionalism that
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disrupbs the monolithic unity of the par-
ty! But if a revisionist line dominates in
a communist party, the task of revolu-
tionaries is precisely
sbruggle and if necessa
it, The absence of
political struggle withi
surest sign [hat a revisionist Iine has in
facb triumphed.

lthe Vietnamese Communist Party is
notorious for its lack of internal political
siruggle. What there is instead is what
they call " criticism-self criticism, "
which in practice amounts to aiming the
spearhead of criticism down at the
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cadre. You could quote pages and pages
of the constant refrain of the Viet-
namese leaders down through the years
about the weaknesses and shortcomings
of the ca'dre. Ideological unity, says Le
Duan, "is firmly ensured through deme
cratic centralism..." but " ,.'Ideo-
logy by itself can realize nothing.'Turn.
ing ideology into action must of necessi-
ty be done through organization."s2
True. But the fact is that in the Party, as
in the international communist move-
ment, they put the question of unity
above the necessity to struggle for the
correct political line. Their ultimate

NLF tighter (left) takes aim at U.S
helicopter. The use of relatively si
ple, indigenous weapons helped
facilitate mobilization of the
masses in people's war and dealt
heavy blows to the U.S. and pupp,
armies. But the Vietnamese leade
increasingly came to rely on Sovi(
military aid (such as heavy
weapons, tanks and rockets like
those picturcd above). This aid we
not meant for assisting protractec
people's waL but was designed,
and succeeded in, drawing the Vit
namese more tightly into the
USSR's imperialist net.

criterion for ihe pariy is not its political
line but its organizational unity. The de-
mand for organizabional unity becomes a
method of preventing struggle for the
correct line. There is no reference in the
writings of the Vietnamese leaders to
the fact that class struggle in society
between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie is reflected, much less con-
centrated, in the party. Hence for the
leaders of the Vietnamese Party, like the
current rulers in China, "unity" around a
bourgeois line, not the practice of
Marxism-Leninism and the struggle
against revisionism and bourgeois ideo
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logy, becomes the operating principle.
Mao Tsetung pointed out in 1958 that

"To talk all the time about monolithic
unity, and not to talk about struggle, is
nob Marxist-Leninist. Unity passes
through struggle, only thus can unity be
achieved. It is the same within the par-
ty, as regards classes, and among the
people. Unity is transformed into strug-
gle, and then there is unity again. We
cannot talk of monolithic unity alone,
and not talk about struggle, about
contradictions. The Soviet Union does
not talk about the contradiction between

the leaders and the led. If there were no
contradictions and no struggle, there
would be no world, no progress, no life,
there would be nothing at all. To talk all
the time about unity is 'a pool of stag-
nant water'. . "63

The line of the Vietnamese leaders on
unity in the socialist camp and unity in
their own Party is the measure of the ex-
tent to which they had sunk into this
stagnant pool of revisionism. Their
eclectic formulations and positions
around the cardinal issues facing the
communist parties of the world at this

point were a facile way of attempting to
mask their own opportunism-and also
probably a sop thrown to try to pacify
revolutionaries within the Party and
around the world, whose support they
still needed. But the issues and princi-
ples at stake were impossible to negate
by a stance of neutrality. And, as came
out in the early '60s, they were not
neutral at all. Fundamentally they sided
with modern revisionism led by the
CPSU, even though the intensity of the
national struggle in Vietnam dictated
following a "centrist" policy. Because
bourgeois nationalism and not Marxism-
Leninism triumphed inside the Vietnam
Workers' Party at this critical juncture,
it is not surprising that in the future
they would find increasing unity with
the bourgeois line of the Soviet Union.

IV. Military Line

f, Vietna* military line was decisive
.Lthat is, it was the concentrated ex-
pression of ideological and political line
in the concrete conditions of the strug-
gle in Vietnam over several decades. For
the greater part of the last 50 years, war
was the main form of the Vietnamese
revolution. Hence, an analysis of the
military line and strategy of the Viet-
namese leadership is key to understand-
ing, and must of necessity reflect, the
roots of the political and ideological line
that led them into the camp of revi
sionism and social-imperialism.

In his work On Protracted War, Mao
Tsetung pointed out that:

"In the struggle, correct subjective
direction [i.e. correct direction by the
subjective factor, leadership in the warl
can transform inferiority into superiori-
ty and passivity into initiative, and in-
correct subjective direction can do the
opposite. The fact that every ruling dy-
nasty was defeated by revolutionary ar-
mies shows that mere superiority in cer-
tain respects does not guaranLee the in-
itiative, much less the final victory. The
inferior side can wrest the initiative and
victory from the superior side by secur-
ing certain conditions through active
subjective endeavor in accordance with
the actual circumstances. "sa

There is no question that in terms of
military and technological might, the
Vietnamese were vastly inferior to the
French and U.S. imperialists. The imper-
ialists and all their military master-
minds could never figure out how it was
possible for the people of Vietnam to win
against such odds, how a small country
fighting a just war of liberation could de
feat imperialists fighting a war of ag'
gression. In a 1969 article on the war,
General Giap referred to Lenin to put a
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finger on the basic reasons for this.
Lenin, he said, pointed out that "in the
final analysis, victory in any war is de-
termined by the willingness of the
masses to shed blood on the battlefield.
The masses' awareness of the cause and
objectives of the war is of very great
significance and is a guarantee of vic-
tory." Further, he quoted Lenin's
analysis that "whichever has more
reserves and human resources and
whoever can stand more firmly among
the masses and people than others will
win victory in a war."""

The heroic and selfless resistance of
the Vietnamese people in their millions
in both the north and the south is
testimony to their willingness to shed
blood on the battlefield and of their
awareness, to a large extent at least, of
the causes and objectives of the war.
And together with the low morale, the
constant disintegration and the open re-
bellion of ihe French, U.S. and puppet
troops, coupled with the growing hatred
towards the war and the unwillingness
to continue aggression among the
masses in the imperialist countries
themselves and the world-wide support
for the just revolutionary struggle, is
proof that whai Lenin said applied to
the victory of the Vietnamese people.

But there is another, and today more
immediate question that must be
answered. How is it that a country that
fought so long and so valiantly to drive
out Japanese, French and U.S. im-
perialism could fall so quickly into the
clutches of Soviet imperialism, defeated
not by armed might, but betrayed from
within?

We have already begun to show that
overall and at key junctures a revisionist
line increasingly dominated in the Viet-
nam Workers' Party. And the next sec-
tion will demonstrate that far from
building socialism, the VWP has locked
the country into a neo-colonialist rela-
tionship to the Soviets and has turned
the country into a swamp of capitalist
relations of exploitation.

But how could a Party so infected
with revisionism and opportunism lead
the people to victory over French and
U.S. imperialism?

First of all, bourgeois or petty
bourgeois nationalists, as opposed to
proletarian, Marxist-Leninist forces can
and have led successful military strug-
gles against reactionary regimes and co-
lonialist and imperialist armies. To cite
just a few examples, this was true in
Cuba"u, Algeria, South Yemen, Angola,
Mozambique and Nicaragua. But the
decisive factor, as is also shown in these
countries, is that, despite the fact that
the leading parties and organizations in
many of these countries call themselves
Marxist, only a party thoroughly rooted
in and guided by a Marxist-Leninist line
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can lead the struggle to complete vic- annihilation, to wipe out the enemy's
tory, i.e. bo real in&pendence from im- forces bit by bit and gradually change
perialism and carry through the struggle the balance of forces' He did not argue
io build a societyiree from exploitatibn for proiracted war for the sake of drag'
and oppression. In almost every case ging it out. His point was thab the strug-
cited atove of a victorious n;tional gle must be waged in a way that deals

liberation struggle in an underdeveloped the heaviest blows to the enemy while
country, the liberation war has led to conserving and strengthening the peo-

new forms of colonial dependence and ple's forces. He sbressed the importance
subjugation to imperialist countries, of luring the enemy in deep, surrounding
principally the U.S. or the Soviet it with the masses, cutting off its forces-Union-.u' inio various parts and annihilating

Secondly, the objective conditions and them; he insisted on bhe principle of con-

contradiciions in these colonial and centrating a superior force against a

semi-colonial countries largely deter- numerically inferior force to wipe it out
mine the form the struggle will take, as in any particular battle or campaign.
well as giving them ih6ir overall pro Mao did not look at the strabegy of
gressive] anliimperialist character. people's war from. a purely military
Lacking the sophisticabed military and standpoint-it 

-was. 
based on an overall

technoi-ogical capability of th; op- evaluation of the strengths ald
pressor, ihi"h r"rrlt. in L decided initiil weaknesses of the people ard thg

Lalance of forces in favor of the enemy, enemy-militarily, politically and
it is generally necessary for the popular economically. This strategy was_ impgJ-

forcel to *uge " prolracted, people's tant in weakening the enemy politically
war. That is, even to accomplistr the and in strengbhening the people's forces

defeat of the immediate enemy, let alone politically, both to win military victory
to win complete emancipaiion, even and to carry through and build on that
bourgeois."rrolrrtiorruries must, to a cer- victory so that, having driven out the
tain 

"clegree, rely on the mobilization of imperialists and their domestic lackeys,
the maJses of people and the strength of the masses of people could move for'
the masses, *-ho u." largely armed with ward to construct a socialist society.
only the most primitivJwLapons. They Mao put the strategy of people's war
are-able to mo6ilize the masies because in the context of the two-stage revolu-

the struggle is objectively in their in- tion necessary in the colonial and semi-

terests, l,1t "re "lro "bl" to assert colonial counbries, a revolution thab re-

bourgeois leadership because the quired and Jvag defined by proletarian
bourg-eois nationalists have a common leadership. Without such leadership it is
battl-e with the masses: to get rid of the impossible [o carry [hrough_ bhe first
colonialist reg'ime. stage of the struggle to completion and

Generally Ihe struggle has initially to advance to the second, socialist sbage.

taken the-form of go;iil" war, wherL Both waging people's war and building
small, highly mobilJ popular forces hit socialism require educating, mobilizing
the enemy where they can defeat it,
quickly and decisively, and in every bat-
tle gradually strengthening the popular
forces and weakening the enemy. This
war must be waged over a long period of
time because the enemy, due to its
superiority, will not weaken easily and
quickly. As the balance of forces begins
to shift, and the popular forces grow
stronger, regular military units can be
formed, and the enemy can be taken on
successfully in larger engagements.
Since most of the colonial and neo-
colonial countries are primarily semi'
feudal, with predominantly peasant
populations concentrated in the rural
areas, while the enemy forces and
ptrength are concentrated in the cities,
these wars have usually taken the form
of surrounding the cities from the coun-
tryside. This bourgeois orientation comes out-Mao 

Tsetung summed up the theory very sharply ioday in the line advanced
andstrategyofpeople'swai,andcarried by the ussR and- embraced by bour-
it to its hifliest i"ret, it, the course of the geois nationalist- forces who have led

Chinese flevolution- He described the Iiberation struggles in many of the col'

frotracted people's war as overall a war onial es' They
'of utttitiott. gut within this overall war say b feat U'S'
of attrition, it was key to fight battles of impe t aid and



arms-and paying ihe poliLical price
that will be exLracted for such aid. And
afLer iniLial victory has been won, this
Iine argues ihaL the only way to success-
fully develop and "modernize" the
economy and the country as a whole is to
rely on aid, imports of bechnology (in-
cluding military) and advisors from
more advanced and industrialized coun-
tries of bhe Soviet bloc. This is a tried
and tested neo-colonialist line. The U.S.
imperialisis ran a similar line as they
sought bo replace European colonialism
in Asia and Africa afber World War 2.

But the Chinese revolution had great
influence on Vietnam and the leadership
of bhe Viebnamese resistance, as they
themselves admitted. Early in their
struggle against French colonial
domination, the Vietnamese leaders
adopted the strategy of people's war.
From their writings it is evident, at least
early on, that bhere was some ideological
unity with Mao's line on the question of
people's war and new democracy. And
even from the standpoint of the
pragmatism that increasingly
dominated their own outlook, they had
bo admit that it worked. As Le Duan
said in summing up the method of pro
ceeding step by step bo victory:
"Nothing succeeds like success "5h

But while they made use of the
Chinese experience, the Viebnamese
Ieaders during the course of the war
against U.S. imperialism also expressed
sharp disagreemenb with key aspects of
ib. Of parbicular significance was their
opposition to Mao's formulation of the
bactic of concentrating a superior force
bo defeat a numerically inferior force. As
Le Duan put it, ". , our troops and peo-
ple have invented unique tactical
mebhods which enable a lesser force to
attack a larger force." This was not just
a question of miliiary tactics, but involv-

Of course, it is not the case that the
revolutionary struggle in one country
should mechanically and slavishly
follow the example and experiences of
another country, nor is it that one coun-
try should not creatively adopt a
generally correct strategy to the par-
ticularities of its own situation. Neither
is it a matter of looking at differences in
military strategy and tactics and saying
the Vietnamese leaders must be revi-
sionist because they deviated at this or
that point from Mao's policies. What
has to be assessed is how the Viet-
namese leaders looked at the struggle
and the military strategy and tactics
overall, and what orientation and
political line was expressed in their

military policies. Some of the roots of
their military line could be seen in bhe
war against the French, but these
tendencies became full-blown in the war
against U.S. imperialism.

When the war against France began,
the balance of forces was clearly in favor
of the colonialists. As a Party history
describes the situation:

"Our resistance war began in extremely
difficult conditions. The horrible famine
caused by the French and the Japanese
in 1945 had almost exhausted our peG
ple. The enemy possessed air, naval and
land forces with modern weapons. We
had only a newly organized, infantry
with little experience and lacking
everything."se

The Party quickly adopted a three-
stage plan of proLracted people's war.

"Early in 1947, Comrade Truong Chinh
wrote The Resistance Will Win The
fundamental principles were laid down
as follows: our people were fighting
against imperialism-an enemy possess-
ing a strong army and plenty of
weapons. That is why we had to fight a
protracted war in the course of which we
were to pub out of action an increasing
number of enemy effectives while preser-
ving and developing our own forces

. To fight a protracted resistance
war, we had bo rely on our own
forces. . . To win victory, it was
necessary to unite the entire people,
mobilize their manpower, material
resources and intellectual capabilibies
for resistance, and struggle in all
fields-military, political, economic and
cultural. Our people's protracted
resistance was to go through three
stages: strategic defensive, active attri-
tion and general counter-offensive."uu

As can be seen, this approach general-
ly corresponded with the people's war
strategT Mao developed for China. The
first years of the war were battles of
movement and position, with the Viet
Minh preventing the French from con-
solidating their hold on the countryside.
The guerrilla force units grew in
strength and the mobile regular force
units were welded together. The French
first tried the strategy of lightning at-
tacks to wipe out concentrations of Viet
Minh troops and prevent the establish-
ment of base areas in the north. The vic-
tory of the Chinese revolution in 1949
marked an important advance in the
war, for it gave the Viet Minh ready ac-
cess to a steady supPly of arms and a
base area for the training of troops.
There then began a series of musical
chairs changes in the French command
and battlefield strabegies for defeating
the Viet Minh.

Finally the French decided to abandon
their attempts to exbend bheir forces and
occupy the countryside, and instead hit
upon the strategy of concenbrating their
troops in bhe population centers of the
Red River Delta and the cities of Hanoi
and Haiphong in the North, where most
of the milibary action was centered. In
mid-1953 the French generals and their
U.S. advisors and financiers hib upon
their "war to the end" plan. The Navarre
Plan, as it was called, aimed on the one
hand to launch a mopping-up campaign
to destroy the Viet Minh guerrilla bases
and to attack the Vietnamese free zone
on the Chinese border in order to attract
and exhaust their main forces. Simulta-
neously, ihe French intended to creabe
new batallions of puppet soldiers and
regroup new units in the Red River
Delta.

Giap describes the Viet Minh strategy
to break the Navarre plan:

"The concrete problem was: the enemy
was concentrating forces in the Red
River delta and launching attacks on our
free zones, Now, had we to concentrate
our forces to face the enemy or to
mobilize them for atbacks in other direc-
tions? The problem was difficult. In con-
centrating our forces to fight the enemy
in the delta we could defend our free
zone: but here the enemy was still
strong, and we could easily be
decimated. On the other hand, in attack-
ing in other directions with our main
forces, we could exploit the vulnerable
points of the enemy to annihilate the
bulk of their forces; but our free zone
would thus be threatened . . Keeping
the initiative, we should concentrate our
forces to attack strategic points which
were relatively vulnerable. If we suc'
ceeded in keeping the initiat'ive, we
could achieve successes and compel the
enemy to scatter their forces, and final-
ly, their plan to threaten our free zone
could not be realized."n'

That describes what happened. In the
winter-spring campaign of 1953-54 the
Viet Minh launched rapid-fire major
campaigns throughout the length of
Vietnam and even in Laos and Cam'
bodia. The French were forced to break
the Red River Delta concentration to
run troops from one place to the other to
block the offensive. When the battle
centered in northern Laos, the French
began building up their troop concentra-
tion at Dien Bien Phu, an eleven-mile
Iong plateau in the mountainous north'
eastern section of Vietnam which they
had already been fortifying to serve as a
springboard to an offensive against the
free zone in the northeast. Dien Bien
Phu became bhe focus. The French con'
sidered it an impregnable forbress.
Almost twenty thousand troops were
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concentrated in three heavily fortified
bases, protected by heavy artillery placed
in the foothills above.

The Vietnamese decided to take Dien
Bien Phu, to attack the enemy's
strongest fortified entrenched camp and
win a decisive victory. It was a classic
seige battle, and in 55 days of blistering
warfare, beginning March 13, 1954, the
Viet Minh broke the enemy defenses and
dealt the French a devastating defeat.
The losses were tremendous on both
sides, but it broke bhe back of the
French and their determination to carry
on bhe war.

Dien Bien Phu was the culminabion of
eight years of people's war in which the
Viet Minh wore down the strength of the
enemy while building up their own. The
sole criberion for the decision to launch
bhe battle, said Giap, was whether they
could win. Based on a range of factors,
they determined they could-and they
were right, Given the conditions, the
strabeg'y of taking Dien Bien Phu was
correct. But in looking back on Dien
Bien Phu from the perspective of bhe
war against the U.S. imperialists bhat
began on a full scale ten years later, and
the military line that emerged during
that war, it seems clear that an outlook
accompanied that victory, and grew,
which was far from entirely correct. The
Vietnamese leaders' summation of Dien
Bien Phu was an important factor, as an
overall revisionist line increasingly held
sway, in orienting them towards a
strategy of quick and decisive victory
won with regular troops in major battles
and away from thoroughly mobilizing
the masses in people's war. And further,
a declining French imperialism in 1954
was not the same enemy as U.S. im-
perialism in 1965 or 1968.

U.S. designs on Vietnam were not sub-
tle. In the months leading up to the
Geneva accords in July 1954, the U.S.
imperialists pushed a plan to get Britain
and France to go along with a "united
acbion" invasion of Vietnam to block a
Viet, Minh victory. Failing in that, they
were the ramrod for the eventual settle
ment which, in effect, divided the coun-
try at the 16th parallel, and they moved
swiftly to consolidate the U.S. puppet
Ngo Dinh Diem regime in the south.

When John F. Kennedy was elected
president in 1960, the U.S. faced a major
crisis in its efforts to maintain its
stranglehold on south Vietnam. Despite
all iis efforts, the Diem regime was in a
shambles. His ruthless and bloody
measures to reimpose landlord rule and
feudal conditions on the people in the
regions that had been liberated by the
Viet Minh during the war against the
French, and the overall rampant, decay
and degeneration, corruption and op-
pressiveness of the regime, with its
U.S.-trained and supplied police and
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miltary, had given rise to an intense
wave of popular resistance and struggle.

As the resistance to Diem's govern-
ment became increasingly active, and
non-communist as well as communist
anti-imperialist forces felt the brunt of
his oppressive measures, it became clear
that the struggle was moving, largely
spontaneously, to a higher and more
organized level. The leaders of north
Vietnam, despite their line about cooling
out the struggle in the south and concen-
trating on the construction of the north,
clearly understood that not to play a
more active and supportive role in the
south possibly risked losing leadership
to non-Party elements. Their decision to
take a more active role in the growing
resistance war in the south was
manifested both in the resolution at the
Third Party Congress in late 1960 that
the struggle in the south was one of the
two major tasks of the Party, though
the secondary one, and in bhe formation
of the National Liberation Front for
South Vietnam.

The NLF was formed in December
1960. It united and galvanized many na-
tionalist forces and the masses of people
in growing political struggle and open
guerrilla warfare against the U.S. and its
puppet Diem, The American ruling class
called for new measures bo reassert its
control, and Kennedy responded with
his "special war" in south Vietnam
devised by General Maxwell Taylor, who
eventually became the U.S. ambassador
in Saigon.

This special war brought a drastic in-
crease in U.S. military "advisers" in the
soubh and greatly increased military and
economic aid to Diem. One of the special
features of this special war was the U.S.
"strategic hamlet" plan, a forerunner of
Johnson's pacification program for the
countryside, which boiled down to turn-
ing villages in the rural areas where the
liberation forces were strong and active
into- concentration camps.

Even before LBJ took over, Kennedy's
special war was a proven failure in the
face of NLF victories, and Diem had
shown himself increasingly useless to
U.S. objectives. So the U.S. imperialists
had Diem assassinated and installed
another puppet. Later, Johnson replaced
bhe "special war" with his own escala-
tion, termed "limited war."

During this period the Vietnamese
leadership in the north attempted to
follow the line set at the Third Party
Congress of "restricting" the war in the
south while building the north as a
"strong base area." It would be silly to
suggest that the NLF was formed in op-
position to, or even completely indepen-
dent of, the leadership in the north. On
the other hand, between the settlement
at Geneva and the formation of the NLF
in 1960, the resistance movement in the

south had developed self-reliantly,
unibing not only former Viet Minh cadre
and supporters, but other antiDiem, na-
bionalist forces. The practical effect of
these developments and the fact of
minimal aid from the north was that the
struggle waged by the NLF against the
U.S. and its puppets developed as a peG
ple's war, and at this stage, a guerrilla
war. And it began to rip apart U.S.
dreams of stabilizing ihe situation and
consolidating its grip.

By 1964 the U.S. faced the decision of
accepting a defeat in the south or
escalating the war. Needless to say, it
chose escalation. Using the Gulf of
Tonkin incident in Augusb 1964 as a
pretext, Johnson soon ordered the
bombing of the north and by early 1965
had begun "Americanizing" bhe war by
sending in the first huge waves of U.S.
troops that would eventually reach a
force level of over half a million men.

The developments in the sbruggle in
the south and the U.S. escalation and
bombing of the north forced a change in
the priorities and military approach of
the Vietnamese leaders in the north and,
ab least temporarily, in their public
stance regarding the political and
ideological struggle between China and
the Soviet Union, as described above.

The Chinese revolutionaries had con-
tinued to stress to the Vietnamese the
aggressive nature of U.S. imperialism
and the fact that it would stop at
nobhing to maintain and extend ibs
domination of Indochina, and this had
an aspect of sharp twoline struggle be-
tween them over the line of de'
emphasizing in practice the struggle in
the south.

As it became more apparent to the
Vietnamese leaders that the policy set at
the Third Party Congress could not
work in the way they had envisioned,
and that the U.S. imperialists left them
no option but military struggle, Ho, Le
Duan and the other Vietnamese leaders
did their flip-flop towards the Chinese.
In 1962 they took a more open and
direct hand in the leadership of the NLF
with the formation of the People's
Revolutionary Party in south Vietnam
and increased their statements about
the necessity of armed people's war-as
well as their attacks on "modern revi-
sionism."

The bombing of the north and the
ground troop escalation in the south
brought a new turn, however, and
revealed the extent of the Vietnamese
leadership's unity with the Soviets, not
only on the questions of socialist con-
struction and the major issues at stake
in the SinoSoviet debate, but on ques-
tions of military strateg'y as well. For
when Kosygin came to Hanoi in 1965
with promises of aid, and received the
warm reception that resulted in drop-



ping Hanoi's attacks on modern revi-
sionism, he was promising Soviet-style
aid on Soviet terms-fighting a Soviet
revisionisb kind of war, which de-
emphasized the mobilization of, and
reliance on, the masses in people's war.
And behind the new Soviet willingness
to supply military aid for the Viet-
namese there was no intention of seeing
the struggle through to military victory.
The aid was coupled with a renewed and
continued Soviet pressure for a
negotiated settlement with the U.S.

In contrast to the kind of military aid
supplied by the Chinese (mainly AK-47's
and other small arms needed to fight a
people's war-although they also sup-
plied anti-aircraft artillery as well as
manpower for road-building, etc.), Soviet
aid did not predicate a protracted peo
ple's war-just the opposite. The
Soviets described their aid in a letter
against the Chinese circulated at the
23rd Congress of the CPSU in 1966:

"The Soviet Union delivers large
amounCs of weapons to the D.R.V., in-
cluding rocket installations, anti-aircraft
artillery, airplanes, tanks, coastal ar-
tillery, warships and other items. . . .

The D.R.V. is receiving support in the
training of pilots, rocket personnel, tank
drivers, artillerymen and so on."u2

This was not the type of military aid
required for the kind of war that the
Vietnamese would be forced to fight, but
it was the kind of aid that would make
them dependent on the Soviets for train-
ing, technology and replacements. And
if the Vietnamese became enmeshed in
ihe web of Soviet aid, it would give them
considerable leverage, if not outright
control, over the military policy and
goais of the Vietnamese struggle. It was
military aid for fighting largescale
regular troop engagements with the
enemy-in line with the Soviet hopes of
quickly forcing the struggle to a
negotiated settlement when the bat'
tlefield situation would have been
decisively against the Vietnamese. The
approach and intentions of bhe Soviets
were seen in their scurrilous attack on
and distortion of the Chinese position in
the 23rd Congress letter:

the Chinese leaders need a lengthy
Vietnam war to maintain international
tensions, to represent China as a'beseig-
ed fortress.' There is every reason to
assert that it is one of the goals of the
Chinese leadership to originate a
milibary conflict between the U.S.S.R.
and the United States, They want a
clash of the U.S.S.R. and the United
States so that they may, as they
themselves say, 'sit on the mountain
and watch the fight of the tigers.' "oa

What the Chinese feared and fought
against was the Vietnamese getting
themselves in a position where they
could be sold out by the Russians. For
Soviet aid was not in contradiction to
continued Soviet collaboration with the
U.S. imperialists. The Chinese were, and
correctly so, worried about the joint ef-
forts of the U.S. and the USSR to encir-
cle and perhaps even attack China. And
in fact, there were at the time important
sections of the U.S. bourgeoisie who
thought that it might not be such a bad
thing at all if the Vietnamese became
dependent on Soviet-style aid, or even if
there were a direct Soviet presence in
bhe north. Zbigniew Brzezinski, long a
major imperialist spokesman on such
matters, voiced this opinion in 1965:

" . . . eventually, an arrangement might
be contrived involving the stationing of
Soviet troops in North Vietnam. . . while
American broops remain in South Viet-
nam . . one of the paradoxical advan-
tages of more direct Soviet military in-
volvement would be the establishment
of a direct American-Soviet bargaining
relationship in this area."no

In fact, in the first stage of the war
after the U.S. escalation and the sending
of north Vietnamese army regulars to
the south, the Vietnamese approach was
principally one of seekiirg decisive vic-
tories against the U.S. puppet troops in
regular unit pitched battles. A secret
memo from the Undersecretary of
Defense to MacNamara in 1967, when
the U.S. was trying to evaluate the troop
Ievels they thought would be necessary
to defeat the NLF, makes this clear:
"From reliable debailed accounts of 56
platoon-sized and large firefights in
1966 we have classified these fights ac-
cording to how they developed. The first
four categories in the table all represent
cases in which the enemy willingly and
knowingly stood and fought in a pitched
battle; these categories include 47 l86Eol
of the 56 battles.6s

In other words, the Vietnamese tend-
ed towards a strategy of slugging it out
with the U.S. with regular forces-and of
course relying on the type of Soviet aid
that would push them even more in this
direction. Why? For one thing we must
look at the link between the Vietnamese
leaders' approach towards socialist con-
struction in the north and their initial
military strategy in 1965-66. At a stage
when the completion of the democratic
revolution in the south was clearly still
the principal contradiction facing the
people of Vietnam, the leadership focus-
ed instead on the industrialization of the
north. Not that it was wrong to move
rapidly to build up the economy of the
north, and to make it as strong as possi-

ble a base area for the war bhat was in'
evitable. But was that really the outlook
of the VWP? Rather, their embrace of
the Soviet pollyanna talk about peaceful
coexistence and restriction of the strug-
gle in the south indicates that their
outlook was more one of seeing an out'
break of struggle in the south as an in'
terference to carrying oub the principal
task of modernization of the north'
Hence a desire for a quick and decisive
victory over the U.S. in order to prevent
the destruction of the new industrial
base that would result because of the
U.S. air war. At least they hoped that
there might be some chance of a quick
negotiated settlement.

But despite their search for a shortcut
to victory, it was soon apparent to the
north Vietnamese leadership that the
conditions were unfavorable for a
negotiated settlement at the time. With
the U.S. troop build'up in the south in
full stride in 1966 and '67, the military
struggle was far from resolved, and
negotiations could only lead to con'
solidation of the U.S. grip on the south.
In late 1966 the Vietnamese leaders also
seem to have summed up that a policy of
attempting to meet U.S. forces head on
with regu.lar army units would not work.

In 1966 the chairman of the reunifica-
tion department of the VWP analyzed
the line on the military struggle and
negotiations promoted by different
forces:

"The Americans find it necessary to
negotiate, but negotiate from a strong
position....A number of countries
want us to enter into negotiations, any
form of negotiations-so that a big war
does not break out and that the war can
be ended-regardless of the interests of
Vietnam. Some other countries wonder
whether we can defeat the Americans,
and if not, [they think] we should enter
into negotiations, (Most of these coun-
tries are nationalist countries in Asia,
Africa and Latin America.) A number of
East European socialist countries hold
the view that [proper] conditions [for
negotiationsl do prevail, and are ripe for
achieving success. . . .China holds the
view that conditions for negotiations are
not yet ripe [and will] not [be] until a few
years from now, and, even worse, seven
years from now. In the meantime, we
should continue fighting to bog down
the enemy. . . Our policY: to continue
fighting until a certain time when we can
fight and negotiate at the same time."66

But although they were forced in prac-
tice to oppose Soviet (i.e. "Eastern Euro
pean") pressures and turn again more
towards the peoPle's war strategY'
which was called for by the conditions
and necessities of the war, their inclina'
tion to look for a quick and decisive vic'
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tory and the tendency to emphasize
high-technology warfare remained.

Throughout the writings of General
Giap and other Vietnamese leaders,
there is a potpourri of formulations
describing the kind of war that they
were fighting. What emerged from all
this, in theory as well as practice, was
not something absolutely and in every
case incorrect. But theirs was an overall
orientation which, while not by any
means eliminating the role of the masses
in the struggle, tended to glamorize and
put increasing emphasis on the highly
technical operations of "a new type" of
people's war, "the method of indepen-
dent fighting by the crack special rinits,
whose numbers are small, but whose
quality is high." And this concept was
posed as an alternative in opposition to
Mao's line of always concentrating a
superior force to defeat an inferior force.
This strategy did lay "special emphasis
on developing the highest efficiency in
the use of all kinds of weapons and
equipment,"67

In brief, the military strategy and line
developed by Giap and the other leaders
after 1966 can be summarized as
follows: The heart of the fighting force is
the regular unit army, and particularly
independent fighting by each armed
branch. "Aside from the infantry force,
the other armed branches of the libera-
tion armed forces, such as the artillery
units, the crack special units, the
engineer units, the anti-aircraft units,
and so forth, have their fighting meth-
ods."68 The masses armed with more
primitive weapons are mobilized to pro
vide a fighting force auxiliary to these
forces and to supply the necessary
logistical and production support.
Hence Giap states: "Our Party ad-
vocates the necessity of associating
modern and relatively modern weapons
with rudimentary weapons, and of con-
tinually improving and modernizing our
weapons and equipment in such a way
that the fighting power of our three
forces and all our people will increase."o,
But other statements, such as "Arms
and equipment are the material and
technical base of combat armies, -
the basic element of their
strength,"To along with the
growing emphasis on these
well-equipped crack units,
reveal what the Vietnamese
leaders actually saw overall as
key to victory.

According to Giap, the front of
the battle is everywhere-the moun-
tainous areas, the rural areas (plains and
deltas), and the towns. Throughout, there
is no differentiation as to which is prin-
cipal and why. This is related to the stra-
tegy of constant offensive, whether with
the crack units in smaller engagements,
or with full regular units in larger battles.

And while there was clearly an accompa-
nying strategT of guerrilla actions trapp-
ing and ambushing the enemy, there was
much less emphasis on luring the enemy
in deep and surrounding it with the

masses, part of what Mao described as
the strategic defensive.

In the development of the stages of
people's war, the final phase of general
counter-offensive takes the form of

,4:8b
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,. . #-r The Vietnam war show'
ed the inexhaustible en'
thusiasm of the masses
lor a people's war. But
tlris less on was lost on
the Vietnamese leaders
who continually sought
lor one shortcut alter
another to victorY, hoP'
ing to avoid a Protracted
conflict.

general insurrection. In this view of the
final stage, Giap seems to draw heavily
on the experience of the August 1945
revolution when the enemy stronghold
in Hanoi collapsed from within, accom-

panied by a general uPrising.
It is interesting to note the assess-

ment of a bourgeois, but sympathetic,
French military expert in 1970. He com-
ments that Giap's ideas about the crack,

elite military units are closer to Che
Guevara's concept of a guerrilla elite
than to Mao's theories. These highly
mobile small groups, composed primari
ly of various types of specialists and
armed with high-quality equipment and
artillery, were the spearhead of the Tet
offensive.

However the Vietnamese leaders ac'
tually viewed the balance of forces in
1966 and most of 1967, bY the end of
1967 they began to say that the condi'
tions were favorable for launching an all'
out offensive that would spark a general

Vietnam. Liberation forces attacked
the south. In Saigon
arY High Command
the U.S. EmbassY

V forces occuPied the
old capital city of Hue for 25 days. But if
the military leadership expected a
general popular uprising to follow, such
did not occur.

The Tet offensive was a stinging

mounting an offensive. In the U.S.' Tet
gave increased momentum to the gtow'
ing antiwar movement.

In Vietnam itself the Tet offensive
had a sigrrificant demoralizing effect on

U.S. troops and marked a new wave of
resistance to the war inside the U.S.

t
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which had a decisively chilling effect on
those who might have considered follow-
ing in the same line of work.

It forced a massive "A to Z" re
evaluation of the U.S. war strategy, par-
ticularly the efficacy of pouring in hun-
dreds of thousands more troops as
General Westmoreland urged, and a new
estimation of the growing anti-war senti-
ment among the American people. The
45-day Tet offensive led to the recall of
Westmoreland, the U.S. commander in
Vietnam, and forced the resignation of
LBJ, whose whole Vietnam strategy,
with its "pacification" and "search and
destroy" campaigns, was thoroughly
discredited; and finally, it pushed the
U.S. to make an offer to open negotia-
tions.

But the liberation forces also suffered
heavy losses and in the end were unable
to hold any of the cities. Much of their
infrastructure of underground cadres in
the cities of the south was either forced
to withdraw with the PLAF troops or, if
they remained in the cities, now expos-
ed, were wiped out by the U.S. and its
puppet forces.

How should the Tet offensive be
evaluated militarily and in terms of the
line guiding it? U.S. military "experts"
to this day insist that the Tet offensive
was a military defeat for the Vietnamese
forces, that although caught by sur-
prise, the puppet army fought well. They
claim that it was only the hysterical
negativism of the U.S. press that por-
tr4yed the battle as a defeat for the U.S.
and Saigon regime. But this view of Tet
was countered even by Pentagon ana-
lysts themselves at the time:

"The political reality which faced
President Johnson was that 'more of the
same' in South Vietnam, with an in-
creased commitment of American lives
and money and its consequent impact on
the country, accompanied by no
guarantee of military victory in the near
future, had become unacceptable to
these elements of the American public.
The optimistic military reports of pro
gtess in the war no longer rang true after
the shock of the Tet offensive."?2

The fact however, is that the Tet of-
fensive did not achieve a military vic-
tory for the Vietnamese in the sense of
toppling the Saigon reg'ime with a
general uprising and driving the U.S.
out. But it did have a tremendous im-
pact and was really the turning point in
the war.

But what was the outlook and orienta-
tion of the Vietnamese leadership in
launching Tet, what were their objec-
tives and how was this reflected in their
further conduct of the war? On the sur-
face, there seem to be two possibilities:
either they actually thought that they
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could win a decisive victory in the Tet of-
fensive and grossly miscalculated, or,
they never had any intention of winning
a military victory but instead saw it as a
negotiating ploy in hopes of getting the
U.S. to start peace talks.

Neither interpretation, however, gets
to the essence of the situation. Much
more likely, and consistent with the
VWP's efforts to win quick and decisive
victory, is that they were looking back
at Dien Bien Phu and aiming at a mili-
tary action that would deal a severe
blow to the U.S. imperialists and de
stroy their will to continue the war. And
they did not look at this in purely mili-
tary terms either. For some time the
Vietnamese leaders had given particular
attention and importance to the growing
anti-war sentiment in the U.S. It seems
that what they hoped for was a military
victory, not on the scale of Dien Bien
Phu (massive and decisive), but at leasb
one that would severely weaken the pup-
pet government's position in the south
and dramatically change the battlefield
conditions to such an extent that, coupl-
ed with its impact inside the U.S., it
would force the Johnson administration
(or its successor, as the timing of Tet
with the 1968 elections was hardly coin-
cidenbal) to negotiate a quick end to the
w8r.

Militarily and politically this
represented two errors. First it was an
overestimation of the effectiveness of
the "crack elite units" and their ability
to take on and decisively defeat U.S. and
puppet troops in large-scale and extend-
ed confrontations. And second, it was a
definite underestimation of the deter-
mination of the U.S. imperialists to hold
on to Indochina. For, as pointed out
earlier, U.S. imperialism in 1968 was not
French imperialism in 1954.

A strong argument for the degree to
which the Vietnamese leaders failed to
understand the nature of the U.S. ruling
class and its determination to win vic-
tory in Vietnam is the way they ap-
proached "exploiting the contradictions
within the ranks of the enemy camp."
On the one hand they spoke of the con-
tradiction between the American gov-
ernment and the American people,T'but
the way they dealt with this in practice
was to try to concentrate on the con-
tradictions they saw within the
bourgeoisie itself, for example, between
Johnson and McCarthy in 1968, or in
1972, between Nixon and McGovern,
And at the same time, they actually
helped to promote some of these
bourgeois forces as leaders of the anti-
war movement and as represerrtatives of
the opposition of the masses o1'people to
the war.

Here, as well as in their genelal assess-
ment of the strength and determination
of the enemy in launching the Tet offen-

sive, they were blinded by their desire to
find a shortcut to victory and by their
failure to apply materialist dialectics to
the analysis of the concrete conditions.

The fact of the matber is that the
positive accomplishments of the Tet of-
fensive, the demoralization of the enemy
ranks, the impetus given to the antiwar
movement in the U.S., and so on, could
have been achieved in the course of con-
tinuing to wage protracted people's war,
including waging major battles-but on
a correct basis. Nor would it necessarily
have taken years to accomplish.

This whole period in the war reveals
also how the VWP understood mobiliz-
ing and relying on the masses. For while
they certainly did rely on the masses-
from the role the people played in the ar-
duous, and what the French thought to
be the impossible, task of pushing heavy
artillery pieces through the mountains
to attack Dien Bien Phu, to the heroic
work of hundreds of thousands of people
ferrying thousands of tons of equipment
and supplies down the Ho Chi Minh triril
under intense U.S. bombardment-they
saw the masses' role (in an overall sense,
not merely militarily) as secondary ahd
supportive to the role played by the well-
armed regular units, to the brilliance of
military logistics and tactical planning,
and really, to the arms supplied by the
Soviets and other countries.

Seen in its best light, the Tet offensive
was a shining testimony to the power of
the struggle of the masses and wars of
national liberation fought by the whole
people. The Chinese emphasized those
aspects of Tet that spoke to the power of
the correct strategy of people's war. A
March 25 report in the Chinese news
agency Hsinhua stated: "The great Tet
victories of the P.L.A.F. and people are
eloquent proof of the fact that people's
war is an effective magic weapon in deal-
ing with U.S. imperialism and its
lackeys. In the sublime spring offensive,
the south Vietnamese people were
mobilized and organized in tens of
thousands in the city and countryside
and they joined the P.L.A.F. in beseig-
ing and wiping out the enemy."7a

Yet the political and military line of
the Vietnamese leadership represented
by the Tet offensive was something con'
siderably less than "sublime." And the
Chinese gave ample evidence of their
view with a sort of backhanded com-
plimenting of the offensive that was all
that circumstances would let them say
(or would be correct to say) publicly at
the time. Hsinhua commented on March
19: "At present the U.S. aggressors are
engaging in unbridled massacre and
persecution of the people rising up
against them in the cities and towns in
the fond hope of reversing the sibuation.
However. as our great leader Chair'
man Mao has pointed out, 'all military



advenLures and political deceptions by
U.S. imperialism are doomed to fail.' So
long as the sou th Vietnamese
people follow up their victories and
press ahead, surmount every difficulty,
persevere in protracted war, give full
play to the matchless might of people's
war and continuously wipe out the
enemy's effective strength, bhey are
bound to win final victory."75

This and subsequent statements by
the Chinese were hitting at the "short-
cut" outlook and any atbempt by the
Vietnamese leaders to try lo pull a vic-
tory out of the U.S. imperialisbs at the
negotiating table when it had not yet
been won on the battlefield.

Of course there is nobhing wrong in
principle with negotiations. Someiimes
they are a necessary and correct form of,
as Mao said, "giving tit for bat." And
there is nothing wrong in principle with
the liberation forces of a country like
Vietnam waging offensives on the scale
of Tet. But what is decisive throughout
any of the phases and stages of the
struggle is the political line which leads
the struggle; whether the Ieaders strive
bo keep the initiative in the hands of the
masses and in a thoroughgoing way rely
on the masses and iheir conscious ac'
tivism as the only force capable of com-
pletely defeating the enemy, or instead
go in for schemes and idealist notions
that the enemy can be defeated by any
method short of this mobilization of the
masses and perseverance in struggle.
The way in which the Vietnamese leader-
ship approached the question of negotia'
tions, as well as any of the possible ex-
planations of the Tet offensive, display
their unwillingness to really rely on the
masses to carry the struggle through to
the end.

The Chinese took an extremely dim
view of the negotiations which began in
1968.?'J They saw behind them, with
good reason, the sinister hand of
U.S.-Soviet collaboration to put an end
to the "dangerous situabion" in Viet-
nam. Throughout 1967 the Soviets had
been exerting heavy pressure to get
negotiations started. "This," said the
Chinese, "is a vain attempt to coax and
coerce the Vietnamese people into laying
down their arms and capibulating to the
U.S. aggressors in the midst of their
tremendous and many victories in the
war againsb U.S. aggression and for na-
tional salvation."77

But there was an objective contradic-
tion between Soviet and Vie'"namese in-
terests. For while the former would have
been willing to settle for an agreement
that left the U.S. power intact in the
south, the Vietnamese were not. And
neither were the U.S. imperialists look'
ing at the negotiations as a "way out" in
1968. Their aim was to force the DRV
forces to withdraw from the south and

use the negotiations to sirengthen their
puppei troops against the NLF. As part
of their negotiating sbrategy, the U.S.
alternabed between "pauses" in the war
in the south and gteatly inbensifying
both the ground and air war. And the
slackening of the war in the south was
accompanied by an intensification of bhe

war in Laos and Cambodia, where the
U.S. had two objectives: destroying
NLF sanctuaries and interdicting the
flow of supplies coming down the Ho Chi
Minh trail; and propping up the puppeb
regimes in those two countries and deal-
ing blows bo the Pathet Lao and Khmer
Rouge forces.

While bhe war continued to rage in the
south, at varying degrees of intensity,
what came to characterize the Viet-
namese strategy was fighting geared
mainly to influence the negotiations,
and to try to make breakthroughs ab cer-
tain juncbures in the negobiations with
more large-scale engagements. During
the next few years the focus of bhe

fighting shifted to Laos and Cambodia.
In the U.S., opposition to the war reach'
ed flood-tide proportions. Nixon began
the withdrawal of U.S. troops and the
"Vietnamization" of the war, coupled
with intensification of the air war.

After Tet, the tendency it represented
was strengthened-to go along with the
Soviet line of big battles, and fighting
geared to negotiations and U.S. political
elections, The liberation forces did not
launch another major offensive until the
spring of. 1972, which again clearly
seemed tied to the upcoming elections in
the U.S. Again it was a large-scale,
regular troop confrontation, with most
of the battles taking the form of fixed
positional warfare. One of the mosb in-
tensive battles was for An Loc nor-
ihwest of Saigon, jusC inside the Laoiian
border. Like Tet, while ib was nob
militarily successful in the sense of tak-
ing and holding key cities and provinces,
it did accelerate the demand for
withdrawal and an end to the war in the
U.S. And it was coupled with Viet-
namese efforts to promote the election of
McGovern.

Despite their hopes of quick victory
through decisive battles, the approach
the Vietnamese leadership tried to
follow could not bring the quick settle-
ment that they were looking for. In fact,
the actual peace agreement was not
signed until five years after negotiabions
began, and the final victory took seven
years.

So in the final analysis, despite the ef-
forts in the opposite direction, bhe Viet-
namese leaders were forced to rely on a
strategy more in keeping with people's
war against the U.S. imperialists. They
were required to a certain exbent to
mobilize the masses of people. But the
military line implemented by the VWP

and whaL followed afber Lhe victory over
the U.S. underscores what Lhe Chinese
Party had writ[en on this subiecL: thal
while people's war can be led, at least bo

some degree, by various class forces,
and forces representing classes other
than the proletariat can, to varying
degrees, mobilize the masses to defeat
the immediate enemy, the struggle can-
not be carried through to ultimate vic-
tory under their leadership. And in the
case of Vietnam, these bourgeois forces
that were in control of the revolutionary
struggle betrayed the victory and the
people to the Soviet imperialists.

For their nationalist reasons, the Viet'
namese leaders were prepared to fight
the U.S. imperialists io bhe end. WiLh
the same nabionalist outlook, theY
believed that they could accept massive
military aid from the USSR and not fall
completely under Soviet domination'
But while this was possible to a certain
extent during the war iiself, imperialist
aid never comes with "no strings attach'
ed," as the Vietnamese were to find out
fully afier the defeat of the U.S., when
the Soviets called in their chips. And
when the Vietnamese leadership was
relieved of the consLraints of fighting a

people's war against the U.S., its own
revisionisb outlook came to full flower,
both in terms of its overall policies for
Vietnam, and military, as iL quicklY
transformed its army into a "mighly
force" to hurl against the Cambodians-
and to de facto occupy Laos.

The Vietnamese invasion of Kam-
puchea is vivid proof that, while they
were forced to wage people's war against
the U.S., these bourgeois Ieaders never
really understood it or thoroughly based
themselves on it. In their effort bo ex-
tend Soviet domination in Soubheast
Asia and advance their own "great
power" ambitions, the Vietnamese
launched what they thought would be a
blitzkrieg attack to bring down the
government and party of Democraiic
Kampuchea and install their own puppet
regime, just as the U'S. had attempted
to do in Vietnam. Instead, just like the
U.S., they have won some temporary
success because of their initially
superior military might. But they have
themselves now become bogged down
and enmeshed in combatting a people's
war waged by the people of Kampuchea.
The Vietnamese revisionists could well
find this war as difficult to win as the
U.S. found its war in Viecnam to be.

5. Socialist Construction and
the Class Struggle

7Tr" 
revisionist tendencies that

I existed in the Vietnam Workers
Party throughout its history came to
full bloom after the defeat of the U.S.
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and the reunification of the country.
They were concentrated in its line on
socialist construction and the class
struggle under socialism. To some ex-
tent the outlook and line which the Viet-
namese leaders are now openly applying
to their version of socialist construction
was obscured, at least for a bime, by cer-
tain necessities they faced in the strug-
gle against the U.S. However, countless
examples can be cited to show that,
before and during the war, their view of

wibh the
as essen
. Typica
Duan at

tional Congress of the Vietnam Federa-
tion of Trade Unions in 1961:

"In the last analysis, the wealth ac-
cumulabed comes from productive labor.
With our manual labor. backward tech-
nique and low productivity we cannot
accumulate and concentrate big funds
for socialist industrialization. For that
reason, we haue nou no other way than
relying ourselues on the peoples'reuolu-
tionary mouement, and on the en-
thusiastic efforts of the entire people in
worhing to increase productiuity
through improuement of organization of
labor and of technique, making full use
of the possibilities existing in produc-
tion, a! the same time efforts must be
made to practice strict economy,
resolutely to fight waste and corruption,
to make use of manpower, materials and
finance in the most rational way so as to
be able to concentrate the necessary
funds for socialist industrialization. On-
ly by accumulating capital can we
gradually endow the national economy
with new technique and replace the
backward manual Iabor by modern
mechanization having a high productivi
ty which will enable us to make bigger
accumulations for the acceleration of the
industrialization of our country."Ts(our
emphasis)

The most striking thing about this
quobe is that even when the author
speaks of the need to mobilize the
masses, he says this is because of Viet-
nam's current "backward technique and
low productivity." Just as was the case
with their mobilization of Che masses for
the military struggle, mobilizing people
was not seen by the Vietnamese leaders
as an essential requirement, but as
something that had to be done because
of the conditions, almost a necessary
evil ("we now have no other way"!). And
in talking about relying on the revolu-
tionary movement he does not mention
politically unleashing the initiative of
the masses or relying on their conscious
activism. Rather he emphasizes increas-
ing productivity through "improvement
of organization of labor and of techn!
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que." With this kind of line in command,
the accumulation Le Duan speaks of can
only take place on a capitalist basis.

Fifteen years later, in his Political
Report for the Central Committee to the
Fourth Congress of the Communist Par-
ty of Vietnam, Le Duan made the same
point:

"In the final analysis, the decisive factor
for the success of the process of advanc-
ing to large-scale socialist production is
the constant increase of social labour
productiuity, economic efficiency and
the quality of production."Ts

The terminology is somewhat changed,
but the essence is not much different
from what can be found in any National
Association of Manufacturers manual
on increasing labor productivity.

With this kind of view, the "en-
thusiastic efforts of the entire people" to
raise productivity become just another
factor in developing production-like a
lump of coal, a draught animal or a well-
oiled piece of machinery. If this is the
view of the role of the masses in the pro
cess of producbion (and it is), it is not
hard to see ihe role lhe masses will be
alloti,ed in the actual running of society
as a whole.

How do the Vietnamese leaders see
getting from their current level of small-
scale producbion to their vision of
socialism, i.e. Iarge scale industrialized
production? The answer lies in planning
and in giving full play to the law of
value. As Le Duan puts it:

"Large-scale socialist production can
only take shape through conscious and
planned construction. Therefore the plan
is the main instrument to manage and
direct, the process of advancing from
small-scale production to largescale
socialist production. , what we must
first of all care for and attach impor-
tance to is the use-ualue of the pro
ducts . . . we must use every means
available to create an ever bigger
volume of use-values with ever higher
quality. In particular, we must work out
efficient plans in all fields on the basis of
which to mobilize our most valuable and
abundant asset at present which is the
work force, and to organize the whole
country into a construction site....On
the other hand, we must attach impor-
tance to ualue and lhe law of ualuewhich
still exist objectively in socialist society;
we must make flexible use of the law of
value and many other economic levers to
strengthen economic and financial
management, encourage labour and pro
mote the increase of labour productivity,
reduce the consumption of labour,
materials and equipment per unit of pro-
duct, and ensure the production of the
most use-values with the lowest expen-

ditures. In this spirit, we must make
proper use of the market, prices, wages
and credit to improve the quality of the
plan, better serve the working out and
implementation of the plan, and in pro
per measure to complement the pla1."xrt

Again, we see the classic eclecticism of
the Vietnamese leaders in practice. Le
Duan recognizes the twofold nature of
commodities-of having use-value and
exchange-value-and even gives lip ser-
vice to the production of use-value being
principal in building a socialist economy.
But nowhere does he point out that use-
value and exchange-value comprise a
contradiction inherent in the nature of a
commodity, which carries within it the
seeds of classes, exploibation and
capitalism as Marx so brilliantly
analyzes in Capital. He does not say ihat
commodity production itself, and the
law of value which is inherent in it, are
bourgeois catagories which must be
steadily restricted and eventually
eliminated to advance bo communism.
Rather, Le Duan presents a picture of
socialist planning based on the needs of
society (the production of use-value) ex-
isting harmoniously with the commodi
ty production and the law of value. Of
course he speaks of planning, bub the
question of planning on what basis must
be asked.

Nowhere is bo be found anything
about restricting the area of operation of
the law of value and the obher remnants
of capitalist society that continue to ex-
ist, afber the system of ownership has
been changed. Instead, along with the
constant re-emphasis that "we must ab-
tach importance to the organization and
management of labour" is the refrain
that "wages must be closely connected
with labour productivity and have a
stimulating effect on production and
technical progress in conformity with
the characteristics of each branch of
trade."ttln fact, what receives em-
phasis is just the opposite:

"At present we should strive to improve
the wages system in order to reflect
more fully the principle of distribution
according to labour, viz., more work,
more pay, less work, less pay, no pay for
those who can but do not work; jobs
which require high technical skill, heavy
or unwholesome jobs, and work in
regions where natural conditions are dif-
ficult must be duly remunerated.",2

In the course of the struggle to build
the socialist system as a transibion to
communism and to prevent capitalist
restoration, Mao, while making clear
that the principle of distribution under
socialism was "from each according to
his ability, to each according to his
work," made clear where the untrammel-
ed bowing to this principle would lead:



"In a word, China is a socialist country'
Before liberation she was much the same
as a capilalist country. Even now she
practises an eight-grade wage system,
distribution according to work and ex-
change through money, and in all this
differs very little from the old society

Our country ab present Practices a

commodity system, the wage system is
unequal, too, as in the eight-grade wage
scale, and so forth. Under the dictator-
ship of the proletariat such things can
only be restricted. Therefore if people
Iike Lin Piao come to power, it will be
quite easy for them to rig uP the
capitalist system "Hr

The difference in Vietnam was that
people Iike Lin Piao were in Power.

Like Teng Hsiao-ping and the other
capitalist roaders in China, the Viet-
namese leaders also give particular em-
phasis to the role of the central bank and
other financial institutions in promobing
and evaluating the efficiency and pro
ductivity of labor:

"Besides, the financial and banking
services must through their activities
strengthen their control and supervision
over the various branches, regions and
production units.""a

But while underscoring the need to
"bring into play the law of value" (as if
it didn't happen spontaneously), "prac-
tice cost accounting and use the levers
of prices, profit, wages and credit," Le
Duan cautions that "we should not view
profits and losses with the petty mind of
the small individual producer." No, it is
necessary to think big, to view things
like a growing, ambitious, big bourgeois:

"In our present conditions, the greatest
profit lies in expanding production,
multiplying branches and trades, in-
creasing the quantity of products, and
raising labour productivity in each
branch and in the whole of our national
economy. Only on that basis [!] can we
speak of profits and reconcile profit-
making with the socialist nature of our
economy.""t

The Vietnamese leaders have found
themselves in a dilemma. TheY
recognize the backwardness of the
economic forces and want to do
something about it. But like a

on't see the
g class and
to the only

road forward for the development of
society on a new basis. Instead they see

the development of bechnologY and
modern industry as the fundamental
way out, and the unrestricted implemen-
tation of capitalist methods and prin-
ciples (in the form of state ownership) as

the best means of achieving their goals.
But this, despite all their fine phrases,
can only lead to new exploitation of the
masses, and in Vietnam's condition of
underdevelopment, to dependency and
subjugation to imperialism'

Their view on the centralitY of
technology, as opposed to the transfor-
mation of the relations of production
and the role of the masses of people, is
seen in their often repeated concept of
the "three revolutions": "the revolution
in relations of production, the scientific
and technological revolution, and the
ideological and cultural revolution, o/
which the scientific and technological
reuolution is the kingpin. ""u Believe it or
not, this formulation of the "three revo

lutions"-including the singling out of
the technological revolution as the key
link-was decided upon as early as 1970'
before tine end of the war with the U.S'
and when to balk of anything other than
the seizure of nationwide political power

as being central was the height of absur-

dity (and revisionism). The relationship-
between their view of the task of
building and modernizing the economic
base and revolutionizing the superstruc-

of the proletariat:

" . . . we in the North have invested the
people's democratic State with the
historic role of the dictatorship of the
proletariat in order to move the North
Iorward to a transition to socialism

accomplish-
revolution in
nical revolu-
lbural revolu-

tion, with the technical reuolution as the
heystone."t'

The path now being followed bY the
Vietnamese is the well-worn rut made by
the revisionists in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe, and they are running
down it in the company of the new rulers
in China. In the Soviet Union in the '20s
and '30s there were those, like Trotsky,
Zinoviev and Kamenev, who argued that
it was impossible to move to socialist
construction because the country was
still economically and technologically
too backward. The later Soviet revi-
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sionists, led by Khrushchev, and their
followers, including the Vietnamese, add
a twist to this "theory of the productive
forces," arguing that the main task
under socialism is the development of
the productive forces, science and
technology. Coupled with bheir theory of
the dying out of the class struggle under
socialism, what this means is that the
path to building socialist society and
moving to communism equals the
development of large scale "socialist"
industry. The Vietnamese are quite as
open about all this, stating that socialist
industrialization is the central task of
the whole period of "transition to social-
ism"."" (It is important to note that
when the Vietnamese talk about revolu-
tion in the relations of production, the
questions of ownership and the relations
between people in the productive pro
cess or in distribution receive lip service
at best.)

To bolster their line, the Vietnamese
leaders are fond of quoting Lenin's
statement that "communism equals
Sovieb power plus electrification." For
bhe revisionists, "Soviet power" means
public ownership of the means of pro
duction. This particular formulation of
Lenin's is at best one-sided and in-
complete and reveals the circumstances
in which it was said-when socialist con-
struction in the USSR was only begin-
ning. But in the hands of these fellows it
becomes a formula for capitalist devel-
opment.

Bub whal about the class struggle? If
"socialist" indusbrialization is the cen-
tral bask, what happens to the struggle
bo carry through the revolution under
the dictatorship of the proletariat? The
Vietnamese formulation of their central
task is very similar to that of Liu Shao
chi, Lin Piao and other revisionists, that
the principal contradiction in China was
"between the advanced socialist system
and the backward productive forces."
According to the Chinese revisionists,
once socialist relations had been in the
main established through the elimina-
tion of private ownership of the means of
production, bhe key thing was not the
class struggle but concentrating on rais-
ing the level of technological and
economic development of the country.
(The'same argument was made by Hua
Kuo-feng at the recent Fifth National
People's Congress meeting in China.) In
opposition to this, as early as 1957, Mao
stabed that even after the establishment
of socialist ownership,

"Class struggle is by no means over. The
class struggle between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie, the class struggle
between the various political forces, and
the class struggle between the proletar-
iat and the bourgeoisie in the ideological
field will still be protracted and tortuous
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and ab times even very sharp. The pre
letariat seeks to bransform the world ac-
cording to its own world outlook, and so
does the bourgeoisie. In this respect, the
question of which will win out, socialism
or capitalism, is not really settled yet."'s

Mao's famous rejoinder to Teng
Hsiao-ping in 1975 would read as well
directed against the Vietnamese leader-
ship and their "three revolutions":
"What! 'Take the three directives as the
key link!', .Class struggle is the key
link and everything else hinges on it."

The Vietnamese pay lip service to this
question: "The dictatorship of the pro
letariat in any country has to solve this
question:'Which wins?-capitalism or
socialism?' " They make a distinction,
however, between the bask of the dic-
tatorship of the prolebariat in developed
capitalist countries and in underdevel-
oped, agricultural countries like their
own:

"In developed capitalist countries the
bourgeoisie is a big foe; capitalism con-
sists of a system of production relations
covering all fields of the national
economy and a colossal superstruciure
at the service of that regir;re of oppres-
sion and exploitation. That is why after
the seizure of power and the setting up
of the dicbatorship of the proletariat, the
class struggle against the bourgeoisie
and other reactionary forces continues
with unabated fierceness in various
forms, 'bloody and bloodless, violent
and peaceful, military and economic,
educational and administrative', in
order to build socialism. . . In countries
advancing to socialism without passing
bhrough the stage of capitalisb develop-
ment [ike Vietnam-fieuolutionl, one
has to abolish the capitalist economic
sector and all other forms of exploita-
tion, stem the brend of small production
Cowards spontaneous capitalist develop-
ment, smash all attempts by hostile
elements to raise their heads, ensure
order and security and strengthen the
nationaldefensepotential However,
class struggle is not confined to these
tasks. To gain a radical victory over the
bourgeoisie and other reactionary
forces, to build socialism and com-
munism successfully . . bhe expropria-
tion of the exploiting classes cannot by
itself create a material and technical
basis for socialism, nor can the suppres-
sion of counter-revolutionary forces in
itself ensure success for socialism. The
basic problem here is to convert small in-
dividual production into large-scale
socialist production and build almosb
from scratch the whole material and
technical basis, the economic foundation
and the superstructure of a socialist
country by simultaneously carrying out
a triple revolution . ",r)

And of course the most important
revolution is in science and technology.
Wha[ other point is Le Duan making
here except that, while in developed
capitalist counbries it might be
necessary to wage protracted class
struggle, particularly in the superstruc-
ture, in countries like Vietnam bhe con-
tent of the class siruggle and the task of
bhe dictatorship of the proletariat is to
do away with private ownership of the
means of production and move from
small scale to large-scale, indusbrialized
production?

As for bhe enemy in the class struggle,
and [he target of the revolubion and the
dictatorship of the proletariat, this is
described almost exclusively in terms of
external elements, "imperialism and bhe
reactionary and bellicose forces." In the
south, for example, the exploiting
classes who still remained intact, the
poison of bhe enslaving culture and the
social evils caused by the U.S. neo
colonialists, along with bhe influence of
openly bourgeois ideology still rampant
after the U.S. withdrawal are targeted.
But in terms of bourgeois ideology and
bourgeois elements constantly
regenerated in bhe course of and within
the revolution and socialist construc-
tion, that is dismissed by saying that
since the material basis for it is small-
scale production, it is something bhat
will be eliminated in the transformabion
into large-scale industrialized produc-
tion. At most one should be on guard
against the petty-producer mentality.

Once again bheir view of the role of the
party is illusbrative of their bourgeois
outlook. The party, says Le Duan, has ab

its disposal the state of the dictaborship
of bhe proleiariat, an extremely powerful
instrument for suppressing all opposi-
tion from hostile forces, but "and this is
the most important aspect-for mobiliz-
ing and organizing the people for
socialist construction and participation
in the management of all spheres of
social life.""' Once more the party's role
is described principally as organiza-
tional. And wherein lies the sbrength of
bhe party? In its political and ideological
line? No.

"Indeed bhe strength and fighting
capacity of a party in power lies in the ef-
ficiency and vigour of the State ap-
paratus under its leadership. Being the
brains of the dicbatorship of the pro
Ietariat, the party cannot slacken its
Ieadership over government
organs . . . To increase the Party's
organizational ability, one must first of
all raise its capacity to lead and utilize
bhe machinery of the State, with all its
specialized, professional and technical
agencies for directing economic and
cultural construction and meeting the
people's needs in conformity with the



Party's line and policies."e2

And whab qualities are most essential
for a party member?

" the best organizer, one with a
masbery of the science and art of
organization, is one who goes aboui his
organizational work in a flexible way
and responds to new happenings with
timely changes in his own system of
organization and mode of action."es

And what is it that the party lacks
most? " Knowledge in economics,
science and technique, and organiza-
bional and managerial abilities."" It is
no wonder bhey could not see thab the
main danger can come from within the
party it'self!

In all their talk of organization, techni
que, rapid industrialization, etc., the
Vietnamese party does manage to come
up with a few key formulations about
Che masses as bhe masters and rulers of
society.

"To hold firmly to proletarian dic-
tatorship means bo firmly grasp the Par-
ty line, strengthen the leadership of the
working class, exercise and enhance the
right to collective mastery of the work-
ingpeople .."'"

But what exactly is the content and
what are the forms of this collective
mastery? According to Le Duan's
Political Report to the Fourth Congress
it means several things. Politically it
means "firm defense of socialism and
the firm defense of the socialist
motherland along with socialist con-
struction . . [It] involves both duties
and rights [such as] the citizen's
rights and individual freedom. . .[and]
duty to work, the duty to defend the
motherland, the duty to respect and de
fend socialist property, respect the rules
of collective life, etc." Economically col-
lective mastery ". . .includes collective
mastery of the main means of produc-
tion of society, [i.e., public ownership],
collective mastery over the organization
and management of production and in
the domain of distribution."'u This
rather vague formulation is given a bit
more concreteness when the Political
Report later goes on to emphasize that:

"We must select and promote outstan-
ding working people to managerial posi-
tions, give attention to their training
and fostering in economics, science,
techniques and managerial work."'7

This Report greatly downplays the
whole concept of reuolutionizing the
relations of production, and instead sees
the promotion of individuals from the
working people into managerial and pro

fessional positions as somehow ensuring
the "collective mastery" of the working
people. Actually, it's much more a for-
mula for a new elite. With this kind of
line it is not surprising at all the hostili-
ty exhibited by the Vietnamese leader-
ship toward the Cultural Revolution in
China in 1966.

During the long course of bhe Viet-
namese revolution the revolutionary line
represented and developed by Mao
Tsetung certainly had some impact
in the Vietnam Workers' Party, but it
never held dominant sway. But while op-
portunism and the necessities of the war
against the French and the U.S. im-
perialists forced them to bip bheir hats to
Mao, it was with the revisionist
elements in the Chinese party that the
Vietnamese leadership had the closest
unity.

In an interview in the Manchester
Guardian two years ago, Hoang Tung, a
Central Committee member of the Com-
munist Party of Vietnam and editor of
the Party daily newspaper Nham Dan
provided a glaring self-exposure of the
line held among VWP leaders coward
the Cultural Revolution:

"After 1967-68 and , the Cultural
Revolution, we no longer looked on the
Chinese leaders who succeeded one
another in the Iong power struggle as
socialists. The period of 1949-1966 saw
the victory of communism. Since then
it's been something else entirely. The
Chinese Communist Party was
destroyed along with the dictatorship of
the proletariat. And 1966 marked the
beginning of the decay of socialism
Non-socialists have eliminated the
outstanding militants. Those who
fought against Mao after 1966 were in
general the best of the lot."e'

And the line of the Vietnamese party
leaves no doubt why they looked ai the
Cultural Revolution with such hostility.
Here was the revolutionary proletariat
in China engaged in a life or death strug-
gle, deepening and broadening its dic'
tatorship over the bourgeoisie and mak-
ing an earth-shaking and historic
breakthrough for the international work-
ing class. Here were revolutionaries
under Mao's leadership developing, as
Mao said, the form and method to wage
mass revolutionary struggle against the
return to the enslavement of the masses
by the chains of capital, and leading the
masses to push society forward, closer
to the goal of the complete destruction
of the system of exploitation of man by
man.

But for the Vietnamese leaders this
sight was terrifying. It was a complete
repudiation, not only of their revisionist
line on building "socialism," bub bheir
whole outlook of wanting to use the

revolubionary struggle of the rnasses to
come to power, and then demand that
the revolubion cease and the people get
back to work. The Cultural Revolution
stood as a direct threat to their own posi'
tion of developing as a new class of ex'
ploiters in Vietnam. If today the Viet-
namese rulers are locked in battle with
some of ihe same revisionists theY
earlier supported (such as Teng), it is on-
ly over conflicting bourgeois interests.
The "best of the loi" that fought against
Mao were truely bheir class brothers.

The similarities between bhe formula'
tions and goals of the revolution put for-
ward by the Vietnamese leadership and
the Chinese revisionists are remarkable,
if not surprising. In both cases the role
of the party is seen as PrinciPallY
organization, in both cases the emphasis
is on managerial efficiency and techni'
que, in both cases the concept of "grasp
revolution, promote production" is
reduced bo "promote production" and
the role of ihe masses to promoters of
production. The forms of working class
rule are bastardized bo mean putting
selected workers in positions of manage
ment and the operation of the capitalist
law of value is given full play as the
regulator and stimulator of production.
Not surprisingly, both set similar
timetables for their bourgeois dreams of
turning bheir countries inio modern, in-
dustrialized nations. According to the
Vietnamese "It is our aim that the pre
cess of taking bhe economy of our coun-
try from small production to large'scale
socialist production shall be largely com-
pleted within about twenty years."ee

But not only is the formulabion that
' 'it is of decisive importance to carry out
socialist industrialization, the central
task of the whole period of transition to
socialism " thoroughly revisionist, it
will only lead to binding the Vietnamese
people in new chains of neo'colonialism.
It will lead to distortion and dislocation
of the economy and further dependence
on imperialism. This can be seen from
just looking at the initial implementa'
tion of the Five-Year Plan announced at
the Fourth Party Congress.

The realization of the plan is admitted'
Iy largely dependent on grants and loans
from other countries, principally the
Soviet bloc. It would be logical to
assume, given Le Duan's definition of
the reh[ion between indusdrY and
agriculture, and the dire conditions of

key link in the development of the con-
omy overall and in the long run, it was to
receive the main emphasis right away'
This would mean rapid expansion of im-
ports of heavy machinerY and
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lechnology from the Soviets and
Eastern Europe-and anywhere else
they could geb ib-and Soviet bloc aid
under the Five-Year Plan, slated to be
more than lhree billion dollars, mostly in
long-lerm loans, is earmarked for in-
dustry.""' In order to pay for these im-
ports, bhe Vietnamese began to orien[
producbion boward export goods bo the
Soviet bloc, mainly coal, fruit and
vegelables, and cash crops like coiton,
coffee and rubber. An ediborial in the
August 1978 issue of the party
newspaper, Nham Dan atbempted to put
Lhe besb face on this by expressing the
hope that ihe relabionship with COM-
ECON "will help in better exploitation
of natural resources" and "speed up
socialist industrialization. " "rr

Rul at bhe same lime, bending to bhe
Soviebs' "interna[ional division of
labor" line for the exploitabion of ibs
satellibes, the ediborial spoke of Viet-
nam's "obligabions for international
cooperation and distribution of
work."r.2 'l'he quobas for bhe COM-
ECON counbries are set, of course, by
the Sovieb Union. This was not bhe first
time the Vietnamese leadership had
bowed lo the Soviet conception of "in-
bernaLional division of labor." In 1973
Le Duan asserLed that "Al present,
when producLive forces have grown
beyond national boundaries, social
labour should be distributed not only
within lhe framework of individual na-
tions but also to a certain extent on an
inlernational scale."r0rr But as events
have shown, the Vietnamese also intend
to be on bhe receiving side of the benefibs
of bhis bheory. t,ike the Soviets, they are
not adverse to applying pressure,
military when necessary, to enforce this
divrsion of labor on weaker countries. A
rice surplus sent back from occupied
Kampuchea will certainly help alleviate
the food crunch at home.

Undoubtedly, however, Vietnam's
mobilizalion for war on Kampuchea and
t,he cos[ of trying to fight its way out of
lhe quagmire it has become enmeshed in
there, along with the mobilization
against China's conbinued threat of
fubure invasion, has wreaked havoc with
all their grand schemes and dubious pro
posals for economic development, driv-
ing Vietnam further inio hock to the
Soviet Union.

Conclusion

Tn. vietnam war was a focal point
L of struggle at a time when the

world was undergoing a profound and
sharp change. The struggle of the Viet-
namese people was thrust on the world
stage at a strabegic point in history. And
this lent tremendous weight not only to
the importance of their heroic battle for
liberabion but also to the revisionist line
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within the leadership of that revolution.
The war in Vietnam had bremendous in-
fluence on people all over the world
sbruggling against oppression and ex-
ploitation. It spurred people everywhere
to take up revolutionary struggle
against U.S. imperialism, but exactly
because the war had such an impact on
the peoples of the world, it also gave
credence to the revisionism and cen-
trism thab dominated the Vietnamese
Party.

Today, the roi[en fruit of bhat revi-
sionism is manifested at the very time
the U.S. imperialists are intensifying
their campaign to reverse the correct
verdict on the Vietnam war. The inva-
sion of Cambodia, the Vietnamese lead-
ers' grea[ power ambitions in Southeast
Asia, their role as pawn of the Soviets,
are paraded before the American people.
And former socalled antiwar activists
are marshalled to denounce Vietnam-
all for the purpose of supporting the
U.S. imperialists' argument that they
were right all along in doing what they
tried to do in Vietnam. At the same time
there is a cacophony of strident voices,
both pro-Soviet and pro-U.S. imperialist,
competing to give bourgeois explana-
tions of what is going on with Vietnam.

For these reasons it is vitally impor-
tant to be clear on what was right and
what went wrong with Vietnam.

In the post-World War 2 period the
U.S. rose to the top of the imperialist
dung heap. It was the mosb powerful
and dominant country in the world. The
U.S. imperialists strutted across the
globe, confident of the strength and in-
vulnerability of their far-flung empire.
But as early as 1949 the Chinese revolu-
tion demonstrated the rotten timbers
upon which this empire was based as it
swept Chiang Kai-shek and his U.S.
patrons and financiers into the sea. The
Vietnam war occurred at a turning point
for U.S. imperialism, and while it was
not the fundamental reason for its de-
cline, ib dealt it the sharpest blow. The
U.S. poured billions of dollars and mil-
lions of men into Vietnam in a futile at-
tempt bo subjugabe the Vietnamese peG
ple and hold onto a key link in its empire.
But all these efforts accomplished was
to inspire revolutionary struggle in
other countries and exacerbate the fun-
damental weakness of U.S. monopoly
capitalism.

At the same time the Vietnam war
overlapped and, in a sense, contribubed
to the development of Soviet social-im-
perialism as a major challenge to U.S.
world hegemony. In the early days of
the Vietnam war the revisionist leaders
of the Soviet Union did not feel them-
selves strong enough to challenge the
U.S. and internationally their line was
characterized by concilliation and colla-
boration with American imperialism.
But by 1968 the worm had begun to
burn. The Soviets were rapidly building
up their military might and casting an
envious eye on the U.S. empire. They
marched boldly into Czechoslovakia to
snuff out a challenge to their satellites in
Eastern Europe. Their overall approach
began to become one of more open con-
tenbion with the U.S. And they started
to look at the war in Vietnam not solely
as a "danger that could spark a world
conflagration," and bring them into
direct conflicb with the U.S. before they
felb themselves ready, but began also to
focus on the great potential a U.S. defeat
in Indochina held for their own ag-
gressive designs. At the same time of
course, they continued their attempts to
manage and control the Vietnamese
struggle. Thus the triumph of the Viet-
namese people not only weakened U.S.
imperialism on a world scale, but the
betrayal of the revolution gave the
Soviets an important outpost in a
strategic area.

But the same was true of the Cuban
revolution against U.S. colonialism and
its subsequent betrayal into the clutches
of the imperialists of the USSR. The dif-
ference, of course, was that Vietnam
played a much more important role on a
world scale than Cuba. Similarly, the
line of bhe Vietnamese Communist Par-
ty, its bourgeois nationalism parading
as Marxism-Leninism, was able to play a
more significant and influential negative
role worldwide.

Ho Chi Minh had long been an impor-
tant personage in the international com-
munist movement. The Vietnamese
Communist Party, through its various
name changes, was a long-established
"Marxist party" with a fair amount of
prestige. And it was operating at its
highest level of prestige, and dipping in-
bo its "brocade bag" of eclecticism and
pragmatism for all sorts of opportunist
theories and formulas at a time when
there was a great deal of confusion and
lack of clarity among revolutionarios
about just what Marxism-Leninism was.
Mao Tsetung and the Chinese revolu-
tionaries had delivered a stinging abtack
on Soviet revisionism and the Cultural
Revolution was mounting a fierce
assault on revisionism inside China
itself, a revolution which, it becomes
clearer almost by the day, was the most
important advance in the world pro



letarian revolution in recent times. But
the Sovieb revisionists were not
thoroughly exposed and isolabed, and by
no means completely defeated. In this
context, the centrism and the ultimate
open revisionism of the Vietnamese
leaders, fresh from a sbruggle objective-
ly and unquestionably revolutionary,
could only strengthen revisionism inter-
nationally.

Yet genuine Marxist-Leninists
throughout the world firmly supported
the Vietnamese in their struggle against
the U.S. imperialists. This was par-
iicularly true of revolubionary China,
which nob only politicallv upheld the

justness of the Vietnamese people's
revolutionary war but also was in a very
real and material sense the "great rear
area" for the struggle in Vietnam. Was
this just opportunism? Certainly the
Chinese Marxist-Leninists knew what
was going on inside the Vienamese Par-
ty and were keenly aware of bhe entren-
ched revisionisb bendencies, if not ab-
solutely consolidated revisionist line, of
the Vietnamese leadership. But while
China expressed certain concern, and
even at a few points open disagreements
with the policies or strategy of the Viet-
namese Party, they never made this
principal to their wholehearbed support
for the war. The Chinese revolutionaries
recognized the contradicton between the
progressive, an[i-imperialist character
of bhe Vietnam war and the increasingly
revisionist line of the leaders. And they
understood quite clearly that bhe prin-
cipal aspect of that contradiction, as

Iong as that war was going on, was the
former. China had its own experience
with bourgeois democrats mas-
querading as communists, but Mao and
those who stood with him recognized
that under the conditions of a war of
resistance against imperialist aggres-
sion such people can, up to a point, play
a progressive role. And it is still true to
day that genuine national liberation
struggles, even if led by openly petty
bourgeois or bourgeois forces, can play
the objectively progressive role of
delivering blows against imperialism.

Even, as was lhe case with Vietnam,
where bhe defeat of U.S. imperialism
opens the door for Soviet penetration,
ihese sbruggles, if they are genuinely
revolutionary and not just proxy wars
for one or the other superpower (as is the
case in Ethiopia and lhe phony anti-
imperialism of the Derg, or during the
civil war in Angola) these wars strike

blows ab the whole imperialist system.
And in bhe long run, once the masses of
people have been aroused and mobilized
in anbiimperialist revolutionary strug-
gle, even if not fully, those who bry to ar-
rest and suppress this awakening of the
masses of people can well find
themselves in unexpected trouble.

It is no surprise that the revisionists
who now rule China, along with their
bootlickers around the world, find it so
impossible to criticize and atback the
Vienamese today on the basis they
deserved to be attacked on: their revi'
sionism. Locked in a bitter struggle with
Vietnam brought about by competing
bourgeois national interests in the
region and imperialisb alliances, the
Chinese revisionists are no more able to
mount a Marxist-Leninist analysis of
Vietnam today than they are of the
Soviet Union. To do so would only be
holding up a mirror bo their own revi-
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sionism. They are reduced to hurling
thinly veiled racial slurs against the
Vietnamese and accusing them of
trampling on China's turf, while their
sycophants like the CPML in the U.S.
dredge up the likes of Joan Baez to
repeat the U.S. imperialists' slogans of
"human rights" violations.

But there were some, specifically the
Progressive Labor Party and other, un-
disguised, Trobskyites, who denounced
revisionism in Vietnam years ago. Was
PL right all along? Absolutely not. PL
completely confuses and rejects the two
stages of the revolutionary struggle in
the colonial and semi-colonial countries.
Hence for them, anything that isn't
directly a "fight for socialism" is reac-
tionary. During the Vietnam war they
consistently saw the struggle in Viet-
nam from their own economist view-
point and denied any validity in or role
to the national and democratic goals of
the struggle, just as today they de-
nounce the Iranian revolution and deny
the material blows it has objectively
delivered againsb U.S. imperialism
because Khomeini and other bourgeois
elements hold a dominant posibion in the
Iranian revolution up to now. Despite all
its "revolutionary" posturing, PL ended
up in unity with bhe U.S. imperialists.
At a time when [he bourgeoisie was
sparing no effort to vilify and denounce
the leaders of the DRV and the NLF in
order to undercub the growing antiwar
movement in the U.S., PL also took this
on as their main task in relation to the
antiwar movemen[.

PL claimed to support China as late as
1969 and they were obviously picking up
on some of the internal criticism that the
Chinese Party had of the leadership in
Vietnam. But even if there were some
aspects of bheir criticism that were cor-
rect when they were raised by the Chi
nese, by lhe time they came through
PL's garble they were completely dis-
torted and turned into their opposite. So
while the Chinese, for example, strongly
upheld the fact that there was a
legitimabe nationalist aspect to the
struggle in Vietnam, while pointing to
the fact that bourgeois nationalism was
incapable of carrying the struggle
through to complete victory, PL got up
on its soap box to denounce nationalism
in all forms and under all conditions and
denounced the Vietnamese struggle be-
cause of its nationalist forms. Similarly,
instead of making a correct, dialectical
analysis of the question of the negotia-
tions, PL got on a high horse and de-
nounced negotiations pure and simple,
claiming that because the Vietnamese
leadership was willing to consider
negotiations as a tactic in the struggle,
they were ipso facto planning to sell out
the struggle. According to PL there
could be no question of negotiations.

The only straiegy and tactic was to fight
until bhe U.S. was driven ou[ militarily,
period. There were only superficial and
shoddy attempts on their part to
analyze Lhe line of the Vietnamese
Ieaders going into the negotiations, to
explain what the revisionist outlook was
that influenced them and the objective
conditions that made ib necessary to
continue the struggle whether or not,
negotations were correcb as a tactic.

And even to the extent that PL did
point to correct criticisms of the Viet-
namese leaders and bheir line on the war,
it was absolutely incorrect bo launch the
kind of attack they did when they did. In
contrast to the towering international
significance and objectively progressive
role of the Vietnamese struggle, PL's
puny gesticulation would be laughable if
ib hadn't been so counter-revolutionary.

What was really behind PL's constant
attack on the Vietnamese struggle and
the antiwar movement in the U.S. was
their own economism and rightism reac-
ting against the revolutionary forces
and sentiments aroused in the U.S.
around the Vietnam War. Their criti
cisms allowed them the opportunity to
retreat into economism and
"workerism," even bo babble about how
the situation in Vietnam could be
described as a fight between "workers
and bosses"-in the most narrow trade-
unionisb terms.

On the other hand, it was a mark of
the immaturity and lack of development
of the new Marxist-Leninist movement
in the U.S. that it did not analyze more
sharply the negative, bhough at that
point decidedly secondary, aspects of
the struggle in Vietnam. Although there
definitely was some awareness that
there were some things that were not
correct about the line and leadership of
the DRV, a deeper and more correct
understanding of the revisionism of ihe
Vietnamese leaders would have had im-
plicabions for the work of Marxist-
Leninists in that period, especially in
combatting the influence of that line
within the U.S. and in training the ad-
vanced of that movement to understand
the question involved. This notwith-
standing, full support for the enemy of
U.S. imperialism, and the slogan of "Vic-
tory to the NLF" were, correctly, a
touchstone and a dividing line in the
anti-war movement.

It is no less odious to try to reverse
the verdicts on the Vietnamese struggle
against U.S. imperialism today than it
was during the war. And every effort by
the U.S. bourgeoisie t'o do so must be ex-
posed to the people. But at the same
time the masses of people can sense that
there is something rotten in Vietnam
now, and the only way to make this clear
without falling into the ruling class's
traps is to explain the nature and the

roois of revisionism in Vietnam and the
causes for [he miscarriage of that revolu-
tion.

The national liberabion struggle in
Vietnam, as in Laos and Cambodia,
demonstrated the power of the masses
rising up in armed revolution. But Viet-
nam shows clearly and bragically that
this is not enough. Unless that struggle
is led by a political party armed and
guided by a proletarian line, bhe revolu-
bion has no chance of carrying through
to complete victory. And the party
itself, no matter how monolithic its uni
ty, or to what extent it may have been
able to play a progressive role at a cer-
bain point, will stand not as the leader,
bub rather bhe executioner of the revolu-
tion. It is a matter of life and death. Ib is
a question of whebher the heroic sacrifice
and blood shed by the people in their
millions will bring emancipation or
whether it will have to serve as the seeds
of yet another major revolutionary
struggle certain to come.
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